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What GAO Found

The Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) did not meet statutory or internal timeliness goals for more than 83 percent of the Department of Defense (DOD) civilian and contractor employee whistleblower reprisal investigations it closed in fiscal years 2013 through 2015. DODIG has taken steps to improve timeliness and has reduced the average length of its investigations, intake process, and oversight reviews. Although the average length of all closed investigations improved by about 20 percent over the 3 fiscal years, it was significantly longer than the established timeliness goals. For example, DODIG’s timeliness goal is 240 days for DOD appropriated-fund and non-appropriated-fund civilians, but in fiscal year 2015 the average length of these investigations was 608 and 402 days, respectively. Similarly, the statutory timeliness goal for DOD contractors and subcontractors is 180 days, and in fiscal year 2015 the average length for those investigations was 285 days. To continue to improve timeliness, DODIG requested funds to increase its personnel, but it has yet to determine the feasibility of collecting key workload data such as labor hours that would enable it to strengthen its assessment of personnel requirements and allocate personnel in the most efficient manner.

DODIG has established processes to help ensure the independence and thoroughness of the DOD civilian and contractor cases it handles, including a quality-assurance process and an internal controls process. However, a lack of documentation may limit its ability to fully evaluate threats to its independence, and it does not always follow its complaint intake process. GAO’s review of case files closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015 found that some key documentation or data needed to demonstrate compliance with these processes were missing or were not uploaded to DODIG’s case-management system in a timely manner. GAO found, and DODIG officials acknowledged, that DODIG’s internal controls checklist for assessing case-file completeness does not capture all key documentation and investigative events, thus limiting DODIG’s ability to ensure the completeness and accuracy of case-file documentation and data.

DODIG has conducted oversight of reprisal cases provided by some of the defense intelligence component inspectors general—such as the Defense Intelligence Agency and the National Security Agency. However, DODIG and the components have not fully addressed requirements related to DODIG’s oversight of component cases, and there is not a process to do so. As a result, DODIG and the components are unable to completely fulfill their prescribed roles related to the oversight of component cases.

In April 2017, DODIG developed performance measures to assess the timeliness of its investigations and oversight reviews for fiscal year 2017 that demonstrate many, but not all, attributes of successful performance measures. However, DODIG has not established performance measures to assess the quality of its investigations and oversight reviews for fiscal year 2017 and beyond. By developing performance measures that fully reflect these key attributes, DODIG will be better positioned to assess the timeliness and quality of its investigations and oversight reviews and determine whether initiatives are on track to achieve desired outcomes.

Why GAO Did This Study

Whistleblowers play an important role in safeguarding the federal government against waste, fraud, and abuse. However, whistleblowers also risk reprisal, such as demotion, reassignment, and firing.

GAO was asked to review DODIG’s reprisal investigations program for DOD civilians and contractors. This report examines the extent to which DODIG has (1) met and taken steps to achieve key timeliness goals for civilian and contractor reprisal investigations, (2) established processes to ensure that civilian and contractor reprisal cases are handled independently and thoroughly, (3) conducted oversight of civilian reprisal cases handled by the defense intelligence components, and (4) developed performance measures to assess the timeliness and quality of its investigations. GAO analyzed DODIG data for cases closed from fiscal years 2013 through 2015, reviewed a generalizable random sample of 178 cases closed in 2015, which included all fully investigated cases, and interviewed cognizant officials and investigators.

What GAO Recommends

GAO is making seven recommendations, including that DODIG assess the feasibility of collecting key workload data, document threats to independence and incorporate such information into an evaluation of independence threats, strengthen its internal controls checklist, develop a process to oversee all defense intelligence component cases, and develop performance measures to assess its quality and timeliness. DODIG concurred with the recommendations.

View GAO-17-506. For more information, contact Brenda S. Farrell at (202) 512-3604 or Farrellb@gao.gov.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CIGIE</td>
<td>Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIPS</td>
<td>Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DODIG</td>
<td>Department of Defense Office of Inspector General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRA</td>
<td>Government Performance and Results Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPRAMA</td>
<td>Government Performance and Results Act Modernization Act of 2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG</td>
<td>Inspector General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFI</td>
<td>non-appropriated-fund instrumentality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPD-19</td>
<td>Presidential Policy Directive 19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Congressional Requesters

Whistleblowers play an important role in safeguarding the federal government against waste, fraud, and abuse, and their willingness to come forward can contribute to improvements in government operations. However, whistleblowers also risk reprisal, such as demotion, reassignment, and firing. Congress and the former administration had established a statutory and policy framework to protect whistleblowers from reprisal for disclosing information concerning, among other things, fraud, waste, and abuse to designated persons such as an inspector general (IG). Under this framework and its implementing directives, the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) is responsible for investigating and overseeing the investigation of complaints alleging reprisal against certain DOD civilian employees and for conducting investigations of complaints alleging reprisal against DOD contractor employees. Specifically, DODIG is the primary investigative authority for reprisal complaints involving Department of Defense (DOD) civilian non-appropriated-fund instrumentality (NAFI) employees,¹ and DOD contractor, subcontractor, grantee and subgrantee employees.² DODIG may also investigate, on a discretionary basis, reprisal complaints it receives from DOD civilian appropriated-fund employees.³ Finally, DODIG is responsible for investigating reprisal complaints involving DOD

¹According to section 1587 of Title 10 of the United States Code, a NAFI employee is a civilian employee who is paid from non-appropriated-funds of the Army and Air Force Exchange Service, Navy Exchange Service Command, Marine Corps exchanges, or any other instrumentality of the United States under the jurisdiction of the armed forces which is conducted for the comfort, pleasure, contentment, or physical or mental improvement of members of the armed forces. Such term includes a civilian employee of a support organization within DOD or a military department, such as the Defense Finance and Accounting Service, who is paid from nonappropriated funds on account of the nature of the employee’s duties.


³The Office of Special Counsel has primary jurisdiction to investigate the majority of civilian whistleblower reprisal cases across the federal government, including those involving most DOD appropriated-fund civilians. The Office of Special Counsel is an independent agency established under the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 to investigate whistleblower reprisal and other personnel action complaints. Under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, DODIG may retain for investigation those civilian appropriated-fund complaints filed with DODIG that are of particular interest to DODIG. According to DODIG officials, these may include cases involving senior DOD officials, sexual assault, and other high-profile issues.
civilian employees under the Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System (DCIPS),\(^4\) overseeing the investigation of such complaints by the defense intelligence components, and investigating reprisal complaints involving actions affecting DOD civilian and contractor employees’ access to classified information.\(^5\) In recent years, members of Congress have expressed concerns regarding the timeliness and integrity of DODIG’s reprisal investigations, along with its interpretation of statutory protections for contractor employees, among other things.

In February 2012 and May 2015, we reported that DOD faced challenges in overseeing the military services’ whistleblower reprisal investigations and made 18 recommendations to help improve the timeliness of military servicemembers’ whistleblower reprisal investigations and to improve investigation and oversight processes, among other things.\(^6\) For example, we reported that DODIG was not consistently or accurately recording key dates to track the length of investigations, did not report the timeliness of its investigations to Congress, and had outdated guidance about the investigation process. DOD concurred with all of our recommendations and as of September 2017 had taken action to address 17 of them.\(^7\)

You asked us to examine DODIG’s conduct and oversight of whistleblower reprisal investigations involving DOD civilian and contractor employees. This report examines the extent to which DODIG has: (1) met and taken steps to achieve key timeliness goals for civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal investigations; (2) established processes to ensure that civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal cases are handled independently and thoroughly; (3) conducted oversight of civilian reprisal cases handled by the defense intelligence components; and (4)

\(^4\)DCIPS is a pay-for-performance management system established in 2007 for civilian employees of the defense intelligence community elements.


\(^7\)DOD had not yet fully addressed our 2015 recommendation to standardize the investigation process across the military services.
developed performance measures to assess the timeliness and quality of its investigations.

For the first objective, we obtained data on all civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal cases closed by DODIG and appropriated-fund DOD civilian cases closed by the Office of Special Counsel from October 1, 2012, through September 30, 2015, and on all DODIG cases open as of September 2016. We selected data from this period because they constituted the most complete and recent data available in DODIG’s and the Office of Special Counsel’s case-management systems during the time we were doing our analysis. Using these data, we calculated the timeliness of DODIG and Office of Special Counsel cases in relation to time frames prescribed by statute and internal DOD goals, and assessed other characteristics including case type and rates of substantiation.8 We assessed the reliability of DODIG and Office of Special Counsel data by administering questionnaires, interviewing cognizant officials, and reviewing system documentation and quality-assurance procedures. For DODIG data, we also compared electronic data to fiscal year 2015 case-file documentation and conducted internal checks. After correcting several anomalies in DODIG’s data, we determined that DODIG and Office of Special Counsel data were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of our objectives. To identify factors affecting case timeliness, we reviewed documentation pertaining to DODIG and Office of Special Counsel investigations and case management, and interviewed agency officials. We also compared DODIG’s completed and planned efforts to improve the timeliness of its investigations against DOD guidance,9 Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) standards,10 and Standards for Internal Control in the Federal

8Under 10 U.S.C. § 2409, as amended, investigations of contractor and subcontractor whistleblower reprisal complaints are required to be completed in 180 days or fewer, or DODIG must notify the complainant and obtain permission to extend the investigation.


For the second objective, we assessed DODIG investigative policies, processes, practices, guidance, and quality-assurance mechanisms pertaining to investigative independence and thoroughness against relevant statutes, CIGIE standards, and federal internal control standards related to control activities and performance measurement.\textsuperscript{12} To assess the implementation of DODIG independence and thoroughness policies, and to identify supplementary practices, we interviewed the 24 investigators and four supervisory investigators responsible for conducting civilian and contractor investigations, as well as whistleblower reprisal investigations unit management.\textsuperscript{13} We also selected a stratified random sample of 178 case files from the population of 409 civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal cases that were closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015, from October 1, 2014, through September 30, 2015. This sample included all fully investigated cases. We chose to review cases from this period as they constituted the most recent and complete year of data available and would most accurately reflect the extent to which DODIG’s cases were thorough. To conduct this review, we developed and used a data-collection instrument to capture information regarding general case characteristics and the presence of information and documentation required by law, regulations, policies, and best practices. Core elements of this instrument were shared with DODIG officials to ensure alignment with the policies and practices in place during the cases’ period of investigation. To help ensure the reliability of the results of the case-file review, two analysts independently reviewed each case file and coded for the presence of required information using the data-collection instrument. In the event of disagreement between the two analysts, the analysts discussed and resolved the disagreement by identifying and reviewing supporting database information or documentation, and obtained the input of a third analyst, if necessary. We did not question DODIG’s judgment in these cases. We generalized the results of our sample to the population of 400 cases closed in fiscal year


\textsuperscript{12}GAO-14-704G.

\textsuperscript{13}Because we collected data from all 24 investigators assigned to investigative teams, there was no sampling error.
2015\textsuperscript{14} with a margin of error of plus or minus 7 percentage points or fewer.\textsuperscript{15}

For the third objective, we reviewed DODIG, National Security Agency IG, and Defense Intelligence Agency IG oversight policies, processes, practices, and guidance against DOD policy that implements Presidential Policy Directive 19 (PPD-19) and governs the whistleblower reprisal case oversight process.\textsuperscript{16} We also reviewed 4 investigations completed by the defense intelligence components in fiscal year 2015 and submitted to DODIG for review, and interviewed cognizant officials from DODIG, the National Security Agency IG, and the Defense Intelligence Agency IG to discuss their oversight practices.

For the fourth objective, we reviewed documentation and interviewed officials on DODIG’s current and past timeliness and quality performance measures for investigations and oversight reviews, and compared this information to federal internal control standards related to performance assessment.\textsuperscript{17} We also assessed DODIG’s fiscal year 2017 timeliness performance measures against key attributes of successful performance

\textsuperscript{14}During the course of our review, we removed 9 out-of-scope cases, reducing the original sample size from 187 to 178 and the total number of in-scope cases from 409 to 400. See app. I for more details on our sampling methodology.

\textsuperscript{15}We reviewed all investigated cases. As a result, investigations data in this report do not have a sampling error. See app. I for more details on our sampling methodology.


\textsuperscript{17}GAO-14-704G.
measures that GAO has previously identified. At the time of our review, DODIG had not developed quality performance measures for fiscal year 2017. To perform this analysis, two analysts used a scorecard methodology to independently review the measures and to determine whether the measures that we assessed “addressed,” “partially addressed,” or “did not address” the attributes. We scored an attribute as “addressed” if all aspects of an attribute were addressed; “partially addressed” if some, but not all, aspects of an attribute were addressed; and “not addressed” if the measure did not address any aspects of an attribute. To reconcile disagreements, the two analysts discussed and resolved the differences with the input of a third analyst, as necessary. Appendix I provides additional details about our scope and methodology.

We conducted this performance audit from February 2016 to September 2017 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

See GAO, Tax Administration: IRS Needs to Further Refine Its Tax Filing Season Performance Measures, GAO-03-143 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 22, 2002), for a description of how we developed the attributes. In GAO-03-143, we identified attributes of performance measures from various sources, such as earlier GAO work, Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-11, the Government Performance and Results Act, the Internal Revenue Service’s handbook on Managing Statistics in a Balanced Measures System, and various sources of performance-management literature. In addition, we drew on previous GAO work including GPRA Performance Reports, GAO/GGD-96-66R (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 14, 1996), and The Results Act: An Evaluator’s Guide to Assessing Agency Annual Performance Plans, GAO/GGD-10.1.20 (Washington, D.C.: April 1998). Further, we identified important key attributes of performance measures in GAO, Defense Health Care Reform: Additional Implementation Details Would Increase Transparency of DOD’s Plans and Enhance Accountability, GAO-14-49 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 6, 2013). Our 10 attributes may not cover all the attributes of successful performance measures; however, we believe these are some of the most important. Weaknesses identified in a particular attribute do not, in and of themselves, mean that a measure is ineffective or meaningless. Instead, weaknesses identified should be considered as areas for further refinement.
Various statutes, regulations, and presidential policy protect different groups of DOD civilians and contractors from acts of reprisal for whistleblowing. Specifically, these groups comprise (1) DOD appropriated-fund employees,19 (2) DOD NAFI employees,20 (3) DOD contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee employees,21 and (4) DCIPS employees of the defense intelligence community and any employee with eligibility for access to classified information. Table 1 summarizes the statutory and policy authorities covering each employee group, along with selected protected disclosures and prohibited personnel actions—which are two required elements of the test for determining whether there was reprisal against a complainant for whistleblowing. A protected disclosure is a disclosure of wrongdoing by a whistleblower to a party that is an eligible recipient of that disclosure, while prohibited personnel actions are those actions that are taken or threatened in response to a protected disclosure, such as termination, reassignment, or a significant change in duties, responsibilities, or working conditions.


21Whistleblower reprisal protections were extended to employees of defense contractors in 1986. The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1987 provided protections for employees of defense contractors, who were prohibited from discharging, demoting, or otherwise discriminating against an employee for disclosing certain wrongdoing. Section 2409 of Title 10 of the United States Code lays out the applicable prohibited reprisal actions, parties to whom a whistleblower disclosure may be made, and the types of disclosures that are legally considered whistleblowing. As amended by the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013, 10 U.S.C. § 2409, contractor employee protections were extended to subcontractor employees, the types of information protected as disclosures were expanded, and the parties eligible to receive whistleblower disclosures from contractor and subcontractor employees were expanded.
Table 1: Whistleblower Protections for Department of Defense (DOD) Civilian and Contractor Employees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOD employee group</th>
<th>Authority</th>
<th>Selected protected disclosures</th>
<th>Selected prohibited personnel actions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Appropriated-fund civilians</td>
<td>5 U.S.C. §§ 2301 and 2302</td>
<td>Violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or mismanagement. Gross waste of funds. Abuse of authority. Substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.</td>
<td>Detail, transfer, or reassignment. Decision concerning pay, benefits, or awards. Any other significant change in duties, responsibilities, or working conditions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality (NAFI) employees</td>
<td>10 U.S.C. § 1587</td>
<td>Violation of any law, rule, or regulation, or mismanagement. Gross waste of funds. Abuse of authority. Substantial and specific danger to public health or safety.</td>
<td>Disciplinary or corrective action. Any other significant change in duties or responsibilities inconsistent with the employee’s salary or grade level.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee employees</td>
<td>10 U.S.C. § 2409</td>
<td>Abuse of authority relating to a DOD contract or grant. Violations of law, rule, or regulation related to a DOD contract or grant. Gross mismanagement of a DOD contract or grant.</td>
<td>Discharging, demoting, or otherwise discriminating against the employee.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Several Entities Are Responsible for Investigating DOD Civilian and Contractor Employee Whistleblower Reprisal Complaints

DODIG, the Office of Special Counsel, and the IGs of the defense intelligence components have responsibility for investigating whistleblower reprisal complaints brought by DOD civilian, contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee employees. Among other matters, DODIG is responsible for investigating and overseeing component IG investigations of complaints alleging reprisal against certain DOD civilian employees and for conducting investigations of complaints alleging reprisal against DOD contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee employees. Specifically:
• **Civilian NAFI employees**—DODIG is to investigate all reprisal complaints from these employees under 10 U.S.C. § 1587. DOD Directive 1401.03 requires that DODIG submit investigation reports involving NAFI employees to the Director of Administration and Management, who has responsibility for final adjudication and the direction of corrective action.\(^{22}\)

• **DOD contractor, subcontractor, grantee and subgrantee employees**—DODIG is responsible for investigating all complaints of reprisal under 10 U.S.C. § 2409.

• **Civilian appropriated-fund employees**—DODIG may investigate, on a discretionary basis, reprisal complaints from these employees that are of particular interest to DODIG under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended.\(^{23}\) DODIG typically retains for investigation those appropriated-fund civilian cases received through the DODIG hotline that involve retaliation for making a sexual-assault complaint, misconduct by senior DOD officials, and other high-profile issues that may be of interest to DODIG. While DODIG may exercise its discretionary authority to investigate appropriated-fund cases it receives, the Office of Special Counsel has primary jurisdiction to investigate the majority of civilian whistleblower reprisal cases across the federal government, including those involving DOD appropriated-fund civilians.\(^{24}\) The Office of Special Counsel has the authority to seek corrective actions, including through mediation with employing agencies.

---

\(^{22}\)Department of Defense Directive 1401.03, *DOD Non-appropriated Fund Instrumentality (NAFI) Employee Whistleblower Protection* (June 13, 2014). In July 2014, the Deputy Secretary of Defense consolidated the Office of the Deputy Chief Management Officer with the Office of the Director of Administration and Management and redesignated the Director of Administration and Management as the Director of Administration under the supervision of the Deputy Chief Management Officer.


\(^{24}\)The role and authority of the Office of Special Counsel in regard to whistleblower disclosures and whistleblower reprisal investigations is established in 5 U.S.C. §§ 1213-1215. In fiscal year 2015, the Office of Special Counsel closed 546 cases involving DOD appropriated-fund civilians, of which 53 were investigated. Whistleblower complaints declined by DODIG or the Office of Special Counsel for investigation may be potentially pursued in other forums. For example, a federal employee may file an individual right of action appeal with the Merit Systems Protection Board if the Office of Special Counsel closes its investigation of the complaint or the Office of Special Counsel does not seek corrective action within 120 days of the filing of the complaint. See 5 C.F.R. § 1209.
DCIPS employees and any employees with eligibility for access to classified information—DODIG is to conduct investigations of reprisal involving these employees and oversee the investigation of such complaints by the defense intelligence components under PPD-19 Part A and Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008, DOD’s implementing guidance. The Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence issued Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 to establish DOD policy, assign responsibilities, and provide procedures for the implementation of PPD-19 by the DOD components, which include the defense intelligence components and their IGs. Under PPD-19 Part B, DODIG is to investigate reprisal allegations involving actions affecting eligibility for access to classified information.\textsuperscript{25} Under the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2014 and the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2010, the defense intelligence component IGs—the IGs of the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, the National Reconnaissance Office, and the National Security Agency—have independent statutory authority to conduct investigations of reprisal complaints brought by DCIPS employees.\textsuperscript{26} DOD Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008, which implements PPD-19 within DOD, requires the defense intelligence component IGs to notify DODIG of whistleblower reprisal allegations they receive, and grants DODIG the authority to retain such cases for investigation or refer them back to the component IG, in which case DODIG conducts oversight of the investigation.\textsuperscript{27}

DODIG Employs a Standard Investigation Process for DOD Civilian and Contractor Cases

Upon receipt of a whistleblower reprisal complaint from a DOD civilian, contractor, subcontractor, grantee, or subgrantee employee, DODIG follows a standard intake process to analyze the complaint for a prima facie allegation.\textsuperscript{28} According to DODIG’s \textit{Al Investigations Manual}, the

\begin{itemize}
\item DOD, Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008.
\item DOD, Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008.
\item Black’s Law Dictionary, 10th ed. (2014), defines prima facie as “sufficient to establish a fact or raise a presumption unless disproved or rebutted, based on what seems to be true on first examination, even though it [may] later be proved to be untrue.”
\end{itemize}
elements of prima facie generally consist of: (1) whether a protected whistleblowing disclosure was made, (2) whether the alleged reprisal action followed the disclosure, (3) whether the subjects alleged to have taken the alleged reprisal action could reasonably have had knowledge of the protected disclosure, and (4) whether the alleged facts support an inference of reprisal.\textsuperscript{29} If the complaint is retained by DODIG for investigation, DODIG employs a standard investigative process. Figure 1 provides a summary of DODIG’s intake and investigation process from complaint receipt through case closure.

If a complaint involves personnel from a defense intelligence component or is a Presidential Policy Directive 19 claim, DODIG may refer the case to the component IG or retain it for investigation.
Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency Standards

CIGIE’s Quality Standards for Federal Offices of Inspector General and Quality Standards for Investigations collectively provide a set of overarching principles that IGs should adhere to in conducting their operations, including whistleblower reprisal investigations. Specifically, CIGIE’s Quality Standards for Federal Offices of Inspector General sets forth the overall quality framework for managing, operating, and conducting the work of IGs by providing guidance on ethics, independence, confidentiality, internal control, quality assurance, and professional standards, among other things. CIGIE’s Quality Standards for Investigations provides a framework for conducting high-quality investigations through general and qualitative investigative standards. General standards, among other things, address the qualifications of investigators, independence, and the concept of due professional care. Qualitative standards focus on investigative planning, execution, reporting, and information management.

Timeliness HasImproved, but DODIG Generally Did Not Meet Timeliness Goals between Fiscal Years 2013 and 2015 and Has Not Collected Key Workload Data or Reported Regularly to Congress

DODIG generally did not meet statutory and internal timeliness goals for conducting and overseeing DOD civilian and contractor reprisal cases from fiscal years 2013 through 2015, but improved its timeliness for some categories of cases, as well as its intake process and oversight reviews. As a result of our review, DODIG implemented a process to ensure that information is updated in its case-management system so that it can accurately determine the total length of NAFI civilian reprisal cases. Further, DODIG has taken and plans to take additional steps to improve the timeliness of conducting and overseeing investigations but has not assessed the feasibility of collecting key workload data that would enable

---

it to more fully assess its personnel requirements and has not reported regularly to Congress on the timeliness of civilian and contractor reprisal investigations.
In Fiscal Years 2013–2015, DODIG Generally Did Not Meet Statutory and Internal Goals for Civilian and Contractor Reprisal Cases, but Timeliness Improved

DODIG generally did not meet its statutory and internal timeliness goals for the DOD civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal investigations that it closed in fiscal years 2013 through 2015, but improved timeliness for some categories of cases, as well as its intake process and oversight reviews during that time. Table 2 shows the statutory and internal timeliness goals for DODIG civilian and contractor employee reprisal investigations, intake reviews, and oversight reviews.

Table 2: Statutory and Internal Timeliness Goals for Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) Civilian and Contractor Investigations, Intake Reviews, and Oversight Reviews

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Department of Defense employee group</th>
<th>Timeliness goal (days)</th>
<th>Basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Contractor and subcontractor employees(^a)</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>10 U.S.C. § 2409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriated-fund civilians</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Internal DODIG goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality employees</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Internal DODIG goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System employees</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Internal DODIG goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intake reviews</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Internal DODIG goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oversight reviews(^b)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Internal DODIG goal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


\(^a\)Under 10 U.S.C. § 2409, as amended, investigations of contractor and subcontractor whistleblower reprisal complaints are required to be completed in 180 days or fewer, or DODIG must notify the complainant and obtain permission to extend the investigation.

\(^b\)According to DODIG officials, from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 DODIG’s internal goal for oversight reviews was 60 days. For most of fiscal year 2016, the goal was 70 days, before being reduced to an average of 10 days in fiscal year 2017.

Our review found that DODIG received 1,208 civilian and contractor complaints from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 and closed 1,155 cases by declining (i.e., declining to investigate), dismissing, or
investigating complaints. Of the 1,155 cases DODIG closed, 103 were fully investigated. Overall, DODIG did not meet statutory or internal timeliness goals in about 83 percent of the investigations it closed in fiscal years 2013 and 2014, and about 84 percent of the investigations it closed in fiscal year 2015. However, the average length of all closed investigations improved by about 20 percent (99 days), decreasing from 505 days in fiscal year 2013 to 406 days in fiscal year 2015. Further, the aggregate median case length of investigations decreased by about 34 percent (170 days), from 503 days in fiscal year 2013 to 333 days in fiscal year 2015. Figure 2 shows the average and median case length by employee group across each fiscal year, as well as the range of these cases and the percentage of cases meeting the timeliness target.

An additional 42 cases, for a total of 1,197 were closed by DODIG across the 3 fiscal years due to the complaints being withdrawn by the complainants. Dismissed complaints are those that have gone through the intake process, including an interview with the complainant, and been determined not to constitute a prima facie allegation of whistleblower reprisal. The number of cases closed in a particular fiscal year may not align with the number of complaints received in that same fiscal year because complaints received in one fiscal year may be closed in another.

The decrease in the average length of closed investigations from fiscal year 2013 to fiscal year 2015 was partly a result of six PPD-19 investigations closed in fiscal year 2015, three of which met the timeliness goal of 240 days or fewer. By contrast, there were no PPD-19 investigations closed in fiscal years 2013 and 2014. Consequently, we also determined the average case length of closed investigations across the 3 fiscal years excluding the PPD-19 investigations, and found that average timeliness still improved by about 14 percent (70 days).

Aggregate average case length not including the additional time that NAFI cases spent with Director of Administration and Management improved by about 22 percent (112 days), from 498 days in fiscal year 2013 to 386 days in fiscal year 2015.

Aggregate median case length not including the additional time that NAFI cases spent with Director of Administration and Management improved by about 35 percent (163 days), from 468 days in fiscal year 2013 to 305 days in fiscal year 2015.
The decrease in the average length of closed investigations from fiscal year 2013 to fiscal year 2015 was partly a result of six PPD-19 investigations closed in fiscal year 2015, three of which met the timeliness goal of 240 days or less. By contrast, there were no PPD-19 investigations closed in fiscal years 2013 and 2014. Not including the PPD-19 investigations completed in fiscal year 2015, the average case length of closed investigations improved from 504 days in fiscal year 2013 to 434 days in fiscal year 2015.

Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality civilians are protected from whistleblower reprisal under 10 U.S.C. § 1587. Contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee employees are protected from whistleblower reprisal under 10 U.S.C. § 2409. DODIG data did not allow us to distinguish whether complainants were contractors or subcontractors.

Comparatively, the Office of Special Counsel, which also investigates whistleblower reprisal complaints brought by appropriated-fund civilians, closed investigations involving DOD appropriated-fund civilians in an average of 531 days in fiscal year 2013, 476 days in fiscal year 2014, and 684 days in fiscal year 2015—an increase of 153 days (29 percent) over fiscal year 2013. The median length of investigations closed by the Office of Special Counsel was 483 days in fiscal year 2013, 300 days in fiscal year 2014, and 310 days in fiscal year 2015.
days in fiscal year 2014, and 616 days in fiscal year 2015—a ncrease of 133 days (28 percent) over fiscal year 2013. Appropriated-fund civilians are protected from whistleblower reprisal under 5 U.S.C. §§ 2301 and 2302.


Our review found that DODIG’s timeliness in conducting intake reviews and oversight reviews also improved across the 3 fiscal years, although DODIG did not always meet timeliness goals. Specifically, DODIG’s average time for conducting intake reviews improved from 62 days in fiscal year 2013 to 49 days in fiscal years 2014 and 2015, a decrease of about 22 percent. DODIG met its timeliness goal in 50 percent of intake reviews in fiscal year 2013, 42 percent in fiscal year 2014, and 37 percent in fiscal year 2015. The time that DODIG took to conduct oversight reviews of investigations conducted by the defense intelligence components similarly decreased, from an average of 32 days in fiscal year 2013 to 24 days in fiscal year 2015, a decrease of 25 percent. DODIG met its 60-day timeliness goal in two of three such oversight reviews in fiscal year 2013 and all four reviews in fiscal year 2015. DODIG did not close any oversight reviews of investigations conducted by the defense intelligence components in fiscal year 2014. Appendix II provides information on the general characteristics of DOD civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal cases.

DODIG officials and investigators cited a number of factors that have affected DODIG’s ability to meet its statutory and internal timeliness goals, including case volume, the complexity of cases, DODIG’s internal review process, a focus on completing intake reviews, and an influx of new investigators, who require training and cannot initially handle the same caseload as more experienced investigators. Chief among these, according to DODIG officials, is case volume—particularly in relation to existing program resources. In an October 2016 letter to members of Congress, the Acting DOD Inspector General described DODIG’s increasing caseload, stating that DODIG’s budget had not kept pace with the growth in the department’s budget and that the DODIG budget clearly

The median length of these oversight reviews was 5 days in fiscal year 2013 and 24 days in fiscal year 2015. The maximum length of an oversight review was 92 days in fiscal year 2013 and 28 days in fiscal year 2015. There were three closed oversight reviews in fiscal year 2013 and four in fiscal year 2015.
had not grown commensurate with its increase in responsibilities, particularly in the whistleblower area. Specifically, the Acting DOD Inspector General stated that in fiscal year 2016, DODIG received 1,594 whistleblower reprisal complaints and closed 1,492 cases, constituting 30 percent and 27 percent increases over fiscal year 2015, respectively. He added that while DODIG had increased its staff in the whistleblower reprisal unit from 28 in 2010 to 54 in 2016 (about 93 percent), these increases were not sufficient to keep up with the "burgeoning" workload. Specifically, DODIG analysis showed that over the same period, the number of incoming complaints and cases closed increased by 158 percent and 136 percent, respectively. In addition, 18 of the 24 investigators we interviewed stated that their intake and investigation caseload make it less feasible to meet timeliness goals, with 8 stating that the high number of complaints they process through intake can slow investigations.

DODIG Has Implemented a Process to Address Incomplete Data That Prevented It from Accurately Determining the Total Length of NAFI Reprisal Cases

As a result of our review, DODIG implemented a process to ensure that information is updated in its case-management system so that it can accurately determine the total length of NAFI civilian reprisal cases. Per DOD policy, the Director of Administration and Management is the final adjudicative authority for NAFI civilian reprisal cases within DOD. Accordingly, upon completion of a NAFI investigation, DODIG forwards a copy of its report of investigation to the Director of Administration and

---

36 See Department of Defense Inspector General, Letter to Chairman, Committee on Armed Services, United States Senate; Chairman, Subcommittee on Defense, Committee on Appropriations, United States Senate; and Chairman, Committee on Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs, United States Senate (Oct. 28, 2016).

37 These figures include whistleblower reprisal complaints involving military servicemembers.

38 Because these data were corrected, they did not materially affect our assessment of the reliability of DODIG data.

39 DOD Directive 1401.03, DOD Nonappropriated Fund Instrumentality (NAFI) Employee Whistleblower Protection. As the final adjudicative authority, the Director of Administration and Management adjudicates reprisal complaints based on reports submitted by DODIG, directs appropriate corrective action, recommends appropriate disciplinary action, and notifies the NAFI employee of the final determination.
Management for final adjudication. Once the case has been adjudicated, the Director of Administration and Management notifies the complainant of the investigation outcome and informs DODIG that the case is closed by sending to DODIG a signed copy of the closure letter. DODIG’s case-management system user guide requires that these closure letters be uploaded into the case-management system and that corresponding changes be made to the case status in the case-management system in order to accurately track the status and timeliness of these investigations.\(^{40}\)

During the course of our case-file review, we reviewed case-closure information for each of the 11 NAFI investigations closed in fiscal year 2015 and identified discrepancies between the closure documentation sent to DODIG and the data in DODIG’s case-management system. These discrepancies can result in an inaccurate calculation of total case length for closed NAFI investigations. In working with DODIG officials to resolve these discrepancies, we asked that they provide us information on all 33 NAFI civilian investigations closed in fiscal years 2013 and 2014—resulting in a total of 44 of the 103 civilian and contractor investigations closed over the 3 fiscal years. Our analysis of this information showed that in 35 of the 44 NAFI investigations closed by DODIG from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015, DODIG had not updated data in its case-management system to reflect the receipt of case-closure documentation from the Director of Administration and Management indicating final case closure.\(^{41}\) As a result, DODIG was able to monitor its own timeliness in completing these investigations, but could not accurately determine the full length of NAFI reprisal cases as defined by the time a complainant files an allegation until the case is finally adjudicated by the Director of Administration and Management and the complainant is informed of the outcome.

DODIG had not consistently updated its case-management system to accurately capture and track the length of closed NAFI civilian investigations because it did not have a process in place to ensure that


\(^{41}\)DODIG considers a NAFI reprisal investigation closed when it sends its report of investigation and draft complainant notification letter to the Director of Administration and Management for review and final adjudication. DODIG’s case-management system identifies investigated NAFI cases as “closed pending follow-up” until final closure documentation is received from the Director of Administration and Management.
these data are regularly updated in accordance with its guidance. CIGIE standards state that an investigative organization’s database should reflect accurate processing of information and final case information, while *Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government* similarly state that management should obtain high-quality information based on relevant and reliable data. In addition, DODIG’s *AI Investigations Manual* states that, to comply with CIGIE standards, it is critical that investigators ensure that data fields are complete and accurate, including date fields such as case closure. During the course of our review, DODIG officials corrected the discrepancies we found and, in April 2017, provided us with documentation of a process they implemented to ensure that such updates are made in the future. Specifically, DODIG now requests that the Director of Administration and Management send the closure documentation it provides to complainants to a specific DODIG e-mail address. DODIG has assigned its investigative support specialists the task of retrieving NAFI closure documentation sent to this e-mail address and making corresponding updates to the case-management system. In addition, DODIG has developed a dashboard view in its case-management system that will allow the investigative support specialists to monitor the status of NAFI cases that are missing closure documentation from the Director of Administration and Management. By establishing a process for consistently updating its case-management system upon the receipt of closure documentation from the Director of Administration and Management, DODIG will be able to more accurately assess and report on the timeliness of NAFI investigations, as well as the effect of the length of these investigations, which is of importance to NAFI employees.

---

42CIGIE, *Quality Standards for Investigations*.

43GAO-14-704G.

44DODIG, *AI Investigations Manual*.
DODIG Has Taken and Has Planned Steps to Improve Timeliness but Has Not Collected Key Workload Data That Would Enable It to More Fully Assess Personnel Requirements

DODIG has taken and has planned steps to improve the timeliness of its DOD civilian and contractor employee whistleblower reprisal investigations, but it has not collected key workload data that would enable it to more fully assess its personnel requirements. DODIG steps taken have included the following:

- Increasing its staff, as stated previously, from 28 in fiscal year 2010 to 54 in fiscal year 2016. As of April 2017, the whistleblower reprisal unit had 56 authorized civilian positions.\(^{45}\)

- Streamlining its oversight review process by reviewing only the report of an investigation instead of the report and its supporting documentation, unless the report of an investigation raises concerns. Specifically, DODIG officials stated that instead of reviewing all of the evidence in every case, DODIG now looks at the evidence if the report appears to be inconsistent, the report’s conclusions are not supported by the facts presented, or the report appears deficient in another respect.\(^{46}\) DODIG officials stated that the goal for completing this process has been reduced from 70 days or less to an average of 10 days.

- Modifying its case-management system in April 2016 by (1) launching an automated tool to help ensure compliance with statutory notification requirements for military and contractor reprisal cases in

---

\(^{45}\)This figure includes management, investigators, investigative support specialists, and other staff such as outreach, policy, and training specialists, and a data analyst. Fifty-one of these positions were filled as of April 2017, including 41 positions dedicated to conducting investigations and oversight reviews. Five civilian positions were unfilled, including three attorney positions designated to begin implementing an alternative dispute-resolution process and two whistleblower reprisal investigator positions. There were also three authorized positions for military personnel.

\(^{46}\)According to DODIG officials, DODIG has also developed and is now administering a process to assess the overall whistleblower protection program run by each of the military services at least every 3 years, which includes review of the services’ processes for conducting investigations to ensure that their overall processes and procedures are sufficient. DODIG officials further stated that nothing would prevent an out-of-cycle assessment if the review of dismissals or reports of investigation from the military services were to reveal systemic issues between the 3-year intervals.
Letter

response to our 2015 recommendation that it implement such a tool, and (2) establishing new milestones to better track the timeliness of investigative phases.47

- Developing templates for documentation such as routine correspondence and reports of investigations to standardize report elements and writing formats.

- Prioritizing investigations involving allegations of reprisal by senior officials in response to direction from the Office of the Secretary of Defense. DODIG is also working to lower the average case length for these cases to 120 days by 2017, according to DODIG officials.

In addition to the steps that DODIG has taken, DODIG has also planned steps to further improve the timeliness of its investigations and oversight reviews. Chief among these is DODIG’s plan to further increase its staff by 29 personnel. According to DODIG officials, this increase was submitted as part of DODIG’s fiscal year 2018 budget request in order to address its “burgeoning” caseload. Specifically, these officials stated that the additional staff will help improve timeliness by creating two new investigative teams to backfill the team that was retasked in July 2016 to handle all DOD employee reprisal complaints involving sexual assault,48 and to reduce the caseload carried by investigators. The additional personnel will also allow DODIG to add another oversight team and to create an alternative dispute-resolution program to mediate complaints,


48 The National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2013, Pub. L. No. 112-239, § 576 (2013) directed DOD to establish a panel to review the department’s systems used to investigate, prosecute, and adjudicate crimes involving sexual assault. The panel recommended that DODIG take over all reprisal cases related to sexual assault and that these cases be prioritized. DODIG set up its sexual assault team to do so in July 2016.
which could improve both the timeliness and outcome of reprisal complaints received by DODIG, according to DODIG officials.\textsuperscript{49} 

In 2016, DODIG conducted an assessment of its personnel requirements in support of its fiscal year 2018 budget request for additional personnel, concluding, among other things, that the additional staff requested would enable DODIG to further improve timeliness and meet statutory and internal timeliness requirements. Specifically, DODIG’s assessment analyzed the average number of intakes, investigations, and oversight reviews per investigator, along with growth in complaints received and closed DOD-wide and the trend in DODIG incoming complaints, intakes, investigations, oversight reviews, and closed cases from fiscal years 2013 through 2015. In this analysis, DODIG found an increase in the volume of complaints and projected that the number of incoming complaints would continue to rise, thus affecting overall workload—a point borne out by additional data for fiscal year 2016 and the first half of fiscal year 2017 provided to us by DODIG officials. Specifically, DODIG projected that the number of incoming complaints would increase from 1,595 in fiscal year 2016 to 1,802 in fiscal year 2017 (13 percent) and the number of cases closed would increase from 1,495 to 1,854 (24 percent), consisting of an increase in cases closed at intake from 697 to 886 (27 percent) and an increase in closed oversight reviews, from 755 to 930 (23 percent). The number of closed investigations was projected to decrease from 43 in fiscal year 2016 to 38 in fiscal year 2017 (12 percent), which DODIG officials attributed to the steady increase in complaints received and intakes conducted.\textsuperscript{50} DODIG officials stated that the increasing caseload both affects timeliness and constitutes the basis for the fiscal year 2018 budget request for additional staff. In addition, these officials told us that

\textsuperscript{49}The Office of Special Counsel currently maintains an alternative dispute-resolution process. Office of Special Counsel officials stated that less severe or simpler cases, such as those that do not require a legal remedy, are generally good candidates for the alternative dispute-resolution process. According to the office’s fiscal year 2015 report to Congress—the most recent data available to us—the number of offers to mediate that were accepted by both agencies and complainants declined from 52 in fiscal year 2013 to 17 in fiscal year 2015. However, the percentage of mediations yielding settlements through the alternative dispute-resolution process rose from 62 percent (29 of 47 cases) in fiscal year 2013 to 81 percent (21 of 26 cases) in fiscal year 2015. Some of the mediations yielding settlements in fiscal year 2015 were initiated in fiscal year 2014. See Office of Special Counsel, \textit{Annual Report to Congress for Fiscal Year 2014} (n.d.), and \textit{Annual Report to Congress for Fiscal Year 2015} (n.d.).

\textsuperscript{50}We did not validate DODIG’s caseload projections.
they have taken action to continually monitor personnel requirements in response to increasing caseload and make personnel adjustments. For instance, DODIG officials told us that, based on data showing an increase in oversight reviews of the military service IGs, they created a dedicated oversight team in fiscal year 2015, and later added a second team.

Although DODIG has assessed its personnel requirements and requested additional staff to, in part, improve timeliness, it has not collected workload data that could help it identify factors affecting timeliness and enable it to more fully assess its personnel requirements. CIGIE standards for investigations state that an IG’s management information system should collect workload data, including the amount of direct and indirect labor hours expended on each case, where appropriate. Further, DOD guidance states that personnel requirements should be driven by workload and established at the minimum levels necessary to accomplish mission and performance objectives.\(^\text{51}\) However, the data DODIG relied on in its budget analysis, such as the number of incoming complaints, closed cases, and intake reviews, may not fully indicate workload levels or where DODIG is focusing its resources because DODIG does not collect related data on the number of direct and indirect labor hours associated with different types of cases and investigative activities. For example, many of the complaints DODIG receives and ultimately closes are either military or appropriated-fund civilian cases that may be less resource-intensive than other cases because most are declined or referred to another organization for investigation.\(^\text{52}\) From fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015, DODIG received 666 complaints from appropriated-fund civilians but also declined 622 appropriated-fund civilian cases.\(^\text{53}\) Also, our analysis shows differences in case length and timeliness improvements for civilian and contractor investigations by covered employee group, suggesting that resources may be expended differently across different case types. Relatedly, the investigators with whom we spoke stated that case complexity can be driven by statutory requirements, with several noting that contractor cases present unique


\(^{52}\)DODIG performs oversight of military cases referred to the military services for investigation.

\(^{53}\)Over the same period, DODIG received 516 complaints from NAFI, DCIPS, and DOD contractor or subcontractor employees and declined 63 such cases. As previously mentioned, the number of cases closed in a particular fiscal year may not align with the number of complaints received in that same fiscal year because complaints received in one fiscal year may be closed in another.
challenges that can affect timeliness. Finally, process changes may also drive the resources associated with different activities and therefore affect personnel needs. As an example, officials stated that the streamlined oversight review process was intended to support improved timeliness, and, according to its data, DODIG reduced the average length of oversight reviews from an average of 16 days in the first quarter of fiscal year 2017 to an average of 7 days in the second quarter despite an increase in the number of reviews closed.\textsuperscript{54}

DODIG officials stated that collecting more detailed workload data, such as by tracking labor hours, would be burdensome on its investigators. However, there are several ways DODIG could track its labor hours through existing systems and processes—such as through its time and attendance system. One of the supervisory investigators with whom we spoke stated that he already requires investigators on his team to track their hours for each case. Additionally, DODIG’s current budget request only includes notional allocations for its requested personnel that DODIG officials acknowledged may need to be adjusted. By assessing the feasibility of collecting more detailed workload data, such as the labor hours associated with each case, and including such data in future personnel requirements assessments, DODIG would be better positioned to evaluate the effectiveness of process changes it has implemented, assess its personnel requirements, and allocate personnel in the most efficient manner in order to accomplish its mission.

\textsuperscript{54}DODIG officials stated in April 2017 that they intend to use new oversight positions to carry out quality-assurance reviews of the service IGs.
DODIG Does Not Regularly Report to Congress on the Timeliness of Civilian and Contractor Whistleblower Reprisal Cases

DODIG does not regularly report to Congress on the timeliness of civilian and contractor reprisal cases. Under the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, DODIG is an independent and objective component within DOD and subject to oversight by Congress. Under the act, DODIG is required to keep Congress fully informed through, among other things, its semiannual reports to Congress. Similarly, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government state that it is important for oversight bodies, such as Congress, to have information to carry out their responsibilities.

In prior work, we have also found that DODIG was not reporting to Congress on the timeliness of its military whistleblower reprisal cases, and in 2012 we recommended that DOD regularly do so, to include information on those military reprisal cases exceeding the 180-day time frame. DOD concurred and, in October 2016 began to report to Congress semiannually on the timeliness of its military whistleblower reprisal cases, including the number of military reprisal cases exceeding 180 days. DODIG did not include information in these reports on the timeliness of civilian and contractor cases, including the number of contractor and subcontractor cases exceeding the 180-day statutory time frame. According to DODIG officials, this information was not included because they were being responsive to our 2012 recommendation.

We believe that while DODIG’s actions were responsive to our 2012 recommendation, reporting on the timeliness of civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal cases is also important. This conclusion is because  

---

55 Pub. L. No. 95-452, § 2, 92 Stat. 1101 (1978), and codified at Title 5 of the U.S. Code, Appendix.

56 Section 5 of the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, specifies detailed elements that must be included in the semiannual report intended to summarize the activities of the office for the preceding 6-month period. For example, section 5 requires, among other things, “a detailed description of any instance of whistleblower retaliation, including information about the official found to have engaged in retaliation and what, if any, consequences the establishment imposed to hold that official accountable.”

57 GAO-14-704G.

58 GAO-12-362.
DODIG data show that while military reprisal cases constitute the majority of those that DODIG oversees, civilian and contractor cases are the majority of cases that DODIG investigates. For instance, DODIG reported to Congress that, in fiscal years 2015 and 2016, about 72 percent of its closed whistleblower reprisal investigations were civilian and contractor cases. Without regularly reporting information on the timeliness of civilian and contractor reprisal cases, Congress will not have complete visibility over the timeliness of a substantial portion of DODIG’s whistleblower reprisal investigations, including DODIG’s performance in meeting the 180-day statutory goal for contractor and subcontractor reprisal cases.

DODIG Has Several Processes to Help Ensure the Independence and Thoroughness of Reprisal Cases, but Some Weaknesses Exist

DODIG has established several processes to help ensure the independence and thoroughness of the civilian and contractor reprisal cases it handles, including a training program, a staff recusal process to help safeguard independence, and an internal controls process to help ensure the accuracy of case-file information. However, a lack of documentation on recusals and conflicts of interest may limit its ability to fully evaluate threats to its independence, and its practice of declining cases is not fully consistent with its complaint-intake process. Further, we found that some key documentation needed to demonstrate compliance with DODIG investigative and quality-assurance processes was missing from its fiscal year 2015 case files.

59 Most reprisal cases involving military servicemembers are investigated by the IGs of the military services, with DODIG oversight.

60 Department of Defense Office of Inspector General, Semiannual Report to the Congress, October 1, 2014 to March 31, 2015; Semiannual Report to the Congress, April 1, 2015 to September 30, 2015; Semiannual Report to the Congress, October 1, 2015 to March 31, 2016; and Semiannual Report to the Congress, April 1, 2016 to September 30, 2016.
DODIG Has Implemented a Training Program to Help Ensure the Independence and Thoroughness of Its Investigations

DODIG has implemented a training program that provides instruction to its investigators on CIGIE standards and professional competencies.\(^\text{61}\) CIGIE general standards include independence and due professional care, which includes thoroughness, among other things. In addition, these standards require that organizations ensure that investigators possess the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities through entry-level training and periodic training on topics that affect operations, among other things.

DODIG hired a training manager in 2012, in response to a recommendation made during a peer audit by the Department of Justice in 2009.\(^\text{62}\) According to the training manager, the training program aims to develop core competencies needed by investigators—such as interviewing techniques and writing—to enhance professional development and to support organizational goals related to standardized processes and efficient operations. To achieve these goals, DODIG delivers training through internally developed courses, courses available from external vendors, semiannual internally organized symposia, all-hands meetings, and job tools.\(^\text{63}\) For example:

- Within 3 months of hire, all whistleblower reprisal unit investigators are to be assigned to an internally developed entry-level whistleblower reprisal investigations course.\(^\text{64}\) This course covers CIGIE standards, investigative skills and procedures, and relevant whistleblower statutes.

\(^{61}\)CIGIE, *Quality Standards for Investigations*.


\(^{63}\)On average, DODIG spent about $80,000 per fiscal year from 2013 through 2016 on training for whistleblower reprisal unit employees.

\(^{64}\)According to the training manager, this course is convened quarterly. Our analysis of the most recent data available showed that the course was offered nine times at DODIG from January 2013 to September 2016. In addition, between July 2015 and September 2016, the training manager taught the course an additional eight times to non-DODIG department personnel who conduct whistleblower reprisal investigations at remote locations such as Fort Bragg, North Carolina, and Ramstein Air Base, Germany.
External courses cover a variety of topics, including, among other things, writing effectively and advanced interviewing techniques.

Internal all-hands meetings and training are typically used to convey recent changes to policy, process, technology, and legislation, according to DODIG officials. For example, DODIG conducted an all-hands training session in May 2016 covering reprisal complaints related to sexual assault; has provided training on its case-management system to coincide with new system releases; and provided training when changes were made to section 2409 of Title 10 of the United States Code to include protections for DOD subcontractors, among other things.

DODIG’s job tools include the *Al Investigations Manual*, a user guide for its case-management system, and quick-reference guides that contain, among other things, requirements for managing case information and statutory guidance.

According to DODIG officials, investigators are required to take one formal professional development course per year, but, depending on fiscal year budget constraints, each will attend at least one formal course, with most attending four or five.\textsuperscript{65} Courses are reflected in investigators’ individual development plans, which are developed annually and approved by each investigator’s supervisory investigator. As part of the individual development plan process, investigators choose courses based on guidance provided by the training manager—including a career-paths training list covering required and optional courses—as well as input from their supervisory investigators. Course completion is tracked by the training manager, who stated that this process helps to ensure that investigators continually build on needed competencies.

\textsuperscript{65}This requirement is in addition to DOD-wide training requirements. We reviewed data provided by DODIG that included personnel who attended paid external training courses in fiscal year 2015 and found that 40 of the 51 total personnel assigned to the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit attended two or more formal courses during the course of the fiscal year. These data did not include DOD-wide mandatory training, internally developed courses, or all-hands training.
DODIG Has Established Processes for Safeguarding Independence, but a Lack of Documentation May Limit Its Ability to Fully Evaluate Threats to Independence

DODIG has established processes for safeguarding independence and objectivity, but a lack of documentation on recusals and conflicts of interest may limit its ability to fully evaluate threats to its independence, which our work indicates may be present. CIGIE standards state that in all matters relating to investigative work, the investigative organization must be free, both in fact and appearance, from impairments to independence and maintain an independent attitude. Impairments to independence include preconceived opinions of individuals or groups that could bias the investigation; professional or personal relationships that might weaken the investigative work; financial interest in an individual, entity, or program being investigated; and biases, including those induced by political or social convictions.  

Further, CIGIE standards state that IGs should identify and evaluate threats to independence both individually and in the aggregate because threats can have a cumulative effect on an IG employee’s independence, and that IGs should have policies and procedures in place to resolve, report, and document impairments to independence when they exist. Similarly, DODIG guidance states that employees are responsible for informing their supervisors in writing of any potential impairment to their independence or objectivity and that, at minimum, applicable documentation should be retained with the project files.

DODIG has established processes to safeguard independence, including a quality-assurance process for reviewing final reports of investigation.

---

66 CIGIE, Quality Standards for Investigations. The Inspector General Act, as amended, states that CIGIE members such as DODIG must adhere to the professional standards developed by the council to the extent permitted under law.

67 CIGIE, Quality Standards for Federal Offices of Inspector General.

and a recusal process whereby investigators with a real or perceived potential conflict of interest can be removed from a case. Specifically:

- **DODIG’s quality assurance review process** is designed to meet the requirements set forth by DODIG Instruction 7600.1, *Quality Standards for Department of Defense Office of Inspector General Reports*. Specifically, this process includes the following:
  1. Peer review of the report to identify where facts are missing or where facts presented do not logically flow to conclusions.
  2. Supervisor review of the report and supporting evidence.
  3. Director or deputy director review of the report.
  4. Editor review of the report to check for compliance with internal and external writing guidelines.
  5. Review of the report by a quality-assurance program analyst—who is organizationally independent of the investigations unit—to ensure compliance with CIGIE standards for accuracy, documentation, and clarity.
  7. Office of General Counsel review of the report for legal sufficiency.

*DODIG’s AI Investigations Manual* notes that, as part of this process, investigators have a responsibility to be impartial, remain objective, and be receptive to evidence that is exculpatory as well as incriminating. Further, the manual states that investigators should not allow conjecture, unsubstantiated opinion, bias, or personal observations or conclusions to affect their work. DODIG officials cited the quality-assurance process as a key step in ensuring objectivity in whistleblower reprisal investigations.

---

69According to CIGIE *Quality Standards for Federal Offices of Inspector General*, selection of a replacement nonimpaired investigator and implementing secondary reviews are examples of internal safeguards designed to eliminate or reduce threats to an acceptable level. These standards state that safeguards vary with the specific facts and circumstances under which threats to independence exist.

70See DODIG Instruction 7600.1, *Quality Standards for Department of Defense Office of Inspector General Reports*. Among other things, this instruction requires that DOD IGs ensure the factual accuracy and supportability of reports through review by someone not directly involved in the investigation or, for projects where that is not possible, at the GS-15 level.
DODIG’s recusal process is designed to help ensure independence by requiring that investigators recuse themselves from cases in which they may have a real or perceived conflict of interest in the outcome of an investigation, such as personal financial interests or relationships with the subject or complainant. Specifically, DODIG’s AI Investigations Manual states that if at any point investigators believe that they cannot be impartial in a particular case, or the matter raises the appearance of a conflict of interest, the investigator is to notify his or her supervisor immediately. DODIG officials stated that when such an instance arises, the case will be reassigned to another investigator and that recusals typically occur when a case is first assigned. These officials noted also that the recusal policy extends to management of the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit as well.

However, we found that DODIG may be limited in its ability to fully evaluate threats to its independence because it does not have a process for documenting recusals and associated conflicts of interest. DODIG officials stated that they generally do not document or track the number recusals or associated conflicts of interest because cases are assigned to another investigator when such instances occur. Further, these officials stated that the robustness of the peer-review process helps ensure independence and objectivity and that DODIG’s status as a statutory IG creates a climate favorable to conducting independent and objective investigations. However, without a process to document recusals and conflicts, DODIG may lack institutional awareness of potential impairments to its independence, including bias, and may be unable to evaluate such threats both individually and in the aggregate. For example, our interviews with the 24 investigators and four supervisory investigators from investigative teams indicate the presence of potential threats to the independence of DODIG staff. Specifically, 8 of the 28 investigators and supervisory investigators we interviewed (approximately 29 percent) reported observing acts that they perceived to demonstrate bias on the part of one or more whistleblower reprisal unit staff or management. Investigators stated examples of perceived bias that, if

---

71DODIG, AI Investigations Manual.

72According to DODIG officials, recusals involving high-level DODIG management officials are documented in a notes field in DODIG’s case-management system.

73The Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended, established DODIG as an independent and objective component within DOD to conduct and supervise audits and investigations.

74This statement represents the views of 8 investigators and is not intended to be a count of potentially biased individuals.
true, indicate a climate that may not be consistently favorable to independent and objective investigations. In response, DODIG officials stated that when issues involving potential bias are brought to their attention, they take appropriate action, and they provided us with an example of an incident in which an investigator was issued a letter of counseling for interacting with a complainant in a manner that could be perceived as biased. DODIG officials also stated—and we agree—that the DODIG Office of Professional Responsibility handles the type of allegations reported to us; that DODIG’s required entry-level whistleblower reprisal investigations training course addresses the CIGIE standard on independence, including different types of impairments; and that additional DODIG guidance covering the topic of independence is available to investigators.\textsuperscript{75}

CIGIE’s \textit{Quality Standards for Federal Offices of Inspector General} state that IGs and IG staff have a responsibility to maintain independence so that opinions, conclusions, and recommendations will be impartial and be viewed as impartial by knowledgeable third parties. Without documenting recusals and impairments to employee independence and evaluating threats to independence both individually and in the aggregate, DODIG may be unable to fully identify threats to its independence. Further, a full evaluation of potential threats to independence could decrease the potential for bias—thereby increasing assurance that civilians and contractors receive the whistleblower protections afforded by law—and help to ensure that investigations are independent in both fact and appearance.

\textbf{When Declining Cases for Review, DODIG Does Not Always Follow Its Intake Process}

DODIG has a complaint intake process to ensure due process and management oversight when determining whether complaints alleging reprisal provide sufficient evidence to warrant an investigation, but in practice it has declined some nondiscretionary cases—that is, those cases for which it has primary investigative authority—without completing the intake process. Also, about 25 percent of the declined

\textsuperscript{75}Among other things, the DODIG Office of Professional Responsibility investigates allegations of misconduct by DODIG personnel. See Department of Defense Inspector General Instruction 5505.1, \textit{Office of Professional Responsibility} (Apr. 30, 2010). As of June 29, 2017, DODIG’s website stated that the Office of Professional Responsibility had been renamed as the Internal Review Directorate.
nondiscretionary cases that we reviewed were declined for reasons inconsistent with DODIG guidance and the reasons DODIG officials told us may warrant a case being declined. Moreover, this guidance is not consistent with DODIG policy on performing the complaint intake process. As previously described in this report, the purpose of DODIG’s complaint intake process is to determine whether the alleged facts of a case, if proven, would raise an inference of reprisal and therefore warrant investigation. According to DODIG’s Al Investigations Manual, this process consists of five steps, including an interview of the complainant to clarify the complaint and analysis of the alleged facts against the elements of reprisal. The manual also states that contacting the complainant and conducting the intake interview are important steps toward obtaining a thorough understanding of the allegation in order to determine whether the elements of reprisal are present, and that a complainant’s assertions should be viewed in the light most favorable to the complainant.

DODIG officials, supervisory investigators, and investigators we spoke to also emphasized the importance of conducting an intake interview, in part because complainants are oftentimes not familiar with the requirements for demonstrating whistleblower reprisal, making it difficult to discern whether a complaint involves reprisal. For example, one supervisory investigator stated that it is difficult to determine whether a complaint involves reprisal without speaking to the complainant because it is difficult to provide all of the necessary information in the written complaint. Also, an investigator told us that the investigator asks about the required elements and read definitions to complainants, because only about half of complainants are knowledgeable about the elements of reprisal.

According to DODIG’s Al Investigations Manual, all decisions to investigate or not investigate complaints at the conclusion of the intake process require approval from the director or deputy director of the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit.

Under limited circumstances, DODIG may decline a case—that is, not accept it—without completing the intake process and obtaining management approval. According to DODIG officials, declined cases usually involve complaints filed by DOD appropriated-fund civilians, which are typically referred to the Office of Special Counsel—which has primary jurisdiction over these cases—unless they involve issues of particular interest to DODIG. DODIG officials also told us that DODIG may sometimes decline nondiscretionary cases involving DOD NAFI civilians, DOD contractors and subcontractors, and DCIPS employees if the case clearly does not involve reprisal, the complaint is anonymous, or the
complaint is a duplicate.\textsuperscript{76} Unlike cases routed through the intake process, such decisions can be made by supervisory investigators without approval from the director or deputy director from the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit. In his July 2016 letter to Congress, the Acting DOD Inspector General stated that for statutes for which DODIG has primary or sole jurisdiction (i.e., nondiscretionary cases), DODIG’s long-established intake process normally requires that complainants be interviewed to clarify each complaint before a determination is made to investigate or dismiss a case, but that DODIG may decline to take action on a complaint without conducting an intake interview in cases involving appropriated-fund civilians.\textsuperscript{77}

Our analysis of DODIG data shows that DODIG declined 63 nondiscretionary reprisal cases from fiscal years 2013 through 2015 without completing the intake process.\textsuperscript{78} We found that about 25 percent—16 of 63—of these cases were declined for reasons that were inconsistent with those described above as being appropriate for declination without completing the intake process. Specifically, in 15 of the declined nondiscretionary cases across these 3 fiscal years, the documented reason for declining the case was the perceived lack of a reprisal element, such as a protected disclosure, and in 1 case there were no notes describing why it had been declined.\textsuperscript{79} In response to our analysis, DODIG officials stated that it is sometimes necessary to decline

\textsuperscript{76}Cases that clearly do not involve reprisal may be referred to other organizations, as appropriate. For example, some cases are forwarded to equal employment opportunity offices or law-enforcement entities, according to DODIG officials. In addition, DODIG has discretionary authority to refer DCIPS cases to the appropriate defense intelligence component IG. See DODIG, AI Investigations Manual.

\textsuperscript{77}DODIG, Letter to the Honorable Jason Chaffetz, U.S. House of Representatives (July 22, 2016). The letter further states that in instances where DODIG declines to take action on a case involving an appropriated-fund civilian, it will ask the DOD Hotline to inform the complainant that he or she should file with the Office of Special Counsel.

\textsuperscript{78}The 63 nondiscretionary reprisal cases we identified that were declined represent about 12 percent of the 516 nondiscretionary cases DODIG closed from fiscal years 2013 through 2015. A DODIG review identified 70 nondiscretionary cases that were declined across the 3 fiscal years. Five of the 70, however, were identified by DODIG as dismissals that had been miscoded as declinations in its case-management system. In addition, we found that DODIG’s review identified 2 cases that were coded as withdrawn in the case-management system data provided to us.

\textsuperscript{79}Of the remaining 47 cases, 46 were declined, among other reasons because they made no implicit or explicit reference to reprisal, complainants were nonresponsive, or the complaints were duplicates, filed anonymously, or not covered under the applicable statute. One other case was later reopened for investigation.
cases when they are frivolous or clearly do not involve reprisal and, separately, that all but two of the declined nondiscretionary cases they examined from fiscal years 2013 through 2015 either adhered to prior policy, procedure, or practice, or were miscoded. Specifically, to support their rationale in most cases, DODIG officials cited criteria from the 2016 Data Entry Guide, which states that cases may be declined when the complaint makes no explicit or implicit reference to reprisal or military restriction.\textsuperscript{80} However, DODIG’s Data Entry Guide did not contain such criteria until July 2016, nearly a year after the most recent cases we reviewed were closed. Moreover, 15 of the 16 cases we identified were declined due to the absence of an element of reprisal—such as a protected disclosure—which is not a stated reason for declining cases in DODIG’s 2016 Data Entry Guide, does not align with DODIG’s cited criterion of no explicit or implicit reference to reprisal, and is something that DODIG officials, investigators, and supervisory investigators told us can be difficult to ascertain without conducting an intake clarification interview. Finally, DODIG officials reviewed the declined nondiscretionary cases we identified from fiscal years 2013 through 2015 and concluded that two of the cases should have gone through intake, and stated that another case was later opened as an investigation after additional information was provided by the complainant.\textsuperscript{81} This event indicates that conducting the full intake process—including interviewing the complainant—might have uncovered relevant information for this case that did not appear in the written complaint.

Federal internal control standards state that management should implement control activities through policies that should be documented in the appropriate level of detail to effectively monitor the activity and communicated such that personnel can implement the activities for their

\textsuperscript{80}Specifically, DODIG cited this criterion for 12 of the 16 cases we identified. As discussed, DODIG concluded that 2 of the remaining 4 cases should have gone through the intake process and opened another of the 4 cases for investigation after additional information was provided by the complainant. The remaining case was declined due to statutory limitations; however, that is not one of the declination criteria in DODIG’s guide. See DODIG, \textit{D-CATS Data Entry Guide for WRI} (commonly referred to as the DODIG 2016 Data Entry Guide).

\textsuperscript{81}According to DODIG officials, the complainant in another case we identified as being declined due to the absence of an element of reprisal was interviewed before the case was closed, which was then later reopened as an investigation. We could not determine, based on the information provided to us, whether that complainant provided further information to prompt reopening the case, but DODIG did not indicate that the case was miscoded.
assigned responsibilities.\textsuperscript{82} DODIG officials stated that the criteria in DODIG’s 2016 Data Entry Guide constitute policy for declining cases and that they have communicated such guidance to investigative staff. However, the criteria DODIG cited as policy—with which some of the rationales we reviewed did not align, as discussed—are not consistent with DODIG’s intake policy, which requires that complainants be interviewed and that either the director or deputy director approve all decisions to investigate or not investigate complaints. Also, documentation provided by DODIG to demonstrate its prior communication of guidance for declining nondiscretionary cases either did not clearly address this issue or appeared to be provided to staff that do not have responsibility for declining such cases. Specifically,

- an October 2015 e-mail to supervisory investigators addressed the practice of declining discretionary cases (i.e., appropriated-fund civilian cases) but not nondiscretionary cases like the ones we identified in our analysis;
- an e-mail officials provided referencing an all-hands meeting that they told us addressed declinations, among other topics, states only that the meeting would cover questions about handling different types of statutes; and
- the slides for a training course that DODIG officials said coincided with the release of the 2016 Data Entry Guide were addressed to oversight investigators, not the supervisory investigators who have responsibility for declining incoming complaints.

Finally, we also found, based on our interviews with all four supervisory investigators that have responsibility for declining cases, that there is an inconsistent understanding of why and when cases should be declined. For example, three of the four supervisory investigators we interviewed were unsure whether any policy or criteria for declining cases existed, one stated that nondiscretionary cases should never be declined, one stated that nondiscretionary cases may be declined when the complaint clearly does not pertain to reprisal, and two of the four told us that they currently decline some cases for perceived lack of a reprisal element. One of the four supervisory investigators also stated that the practice of declining cases arose to improve timeliness and that the act of declining nondiscretionary cases is “fostered” by management.

\textsuperscript{82}GAO-14-704G.
Without establishing and clearly communicating a declination policy for nondiscretionary cases in the *AI Investigations Manual* or other guidance, and aligning this policy with its intake policy, DODIG may not have reasonable assurance that decisions to decline cases consistently align with policy, and that complainants are afforded the same due process and fair and equal treatment as those whose cases are routed through the intake process. Moreover, delegating final responsibility for declining nondiscretionary cases to supervisory investigators without management approval may also result in differential treatment, since NAFI, contractor and subcontractor, and DCIPS employees do not have the same recourse to the Office of Special Counsel as do DOD appropriated-fund civilians, whose cases may also be declined.  

**DODIG Has Established Processes to Help Ensure the Thoroughness of Investigations, but Its Case Files Were Missing Some Key Documentation**

DODIG has established investigative, quality-assurance, and internal controls processes to help ensure the thoroughness, accuracy, and completeness of its investigations and case files. However, our review of case files closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015 found that some key documentation or data needed to demonstrate compliance with these processes was missing or was not uploaded to DODIG’s case-file system in a timely manner. Further, our interviews with DODIG’s 24 investigators from investigative teams showed that some steps required to help ensure thoroughness during the investigative process are not routinely followed.

**DODIG Has Established Investigative, Quality-Assurance, and Internal Controls Processes**

DODIG has established investigative, quality-assurance, and internal controls processes to help ensure the thoroughness, accuracy, and completeness of its investigations. Collectively, these processes encompass the planning and conduct of investigations, review of the report of investigation, and checks on the completeness of case files. As 

---

83 DOD appropriated-fund civilian employees whose cases are declined by DODIG may submit a complaint to the Office of Special Counsel, which has primary jurisdiction to investigate the majority of civilian whistleblower reprisal cases across the federal government, including those involving DOD appropriated-fund civilians. As previously discussed, DODIG is responsible for investigating reprisal complaints involving NAFI, contractor and subcontractor, and PPD-19 employees.
described below, each of these processes is designed to align with CIGIE quality standards.

*DODIG’s investigative process* is intended to facilitate the planning and conduct of investigations in accordance with the CIGIE quality standards of planning and thoroughness by (1) directing investigative teams to complete an investigative plan prior to beginning fieldwork and (2) prescribing subsequent, required steps of the investigative process. According to DODIG’s *AI Investigations Manual*, a good investigative plan provides a roadmap for conducting focused, thorough, and efficient investigations. The key elements of an investigative plan include the identification of investigation subjects; witnesses to be interviewed and questions relevant to the allegations; legal and regulatory standards; evidence to be collected; travel; investigation milestones; and necessary investigative steps. Investigative steps are the strategy or the steps through which the investigation plans to proceed to complete the case and include notifying the proper parties of the investigation; interviewing complainants, subjects, and witnesses; and collecting documentary evidence. DODIG’s manual includes detailed guidance for conducting these and other steps of the process and provides investigative tools such as a diagram that can be used to graphically depict the evidence collected, along with its weight and preponderance. Additionally, the manual describes quality checks and roundtables, which are discussions between various personnel such as investigators, supervisors, attorneys, and management of the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit. According to DODIG’s *AI Investigations Manual*, these discussions should occur before commencing fieldwork to facilitate investigative planning and both prior to and after interviews with the subject of the investigation to facilitate an “interactive and write-as-you-go investigative process.”

*DODIG’s quality-assurance review process*, as previously described in this report, is a multistep review process to help ensure that final reports of investigation are thorough, factually accurate, and legally sufficient. This process is designed to address the minimum quality-assurance standards requirements set forth by DODIG Instruction 7600.1, *Quality Standards for Department of Defense Office of Inspector General Reports*, which are based in part on CIGIE quality standards.\(^{84}\)

\(^{84}\)See DODIG, *Quality Standards for Department of Defense Office of Inspector General Reports*. 
DODIG’s internal controls process is designed to test compliance with CIGIE professional standards related to the thoroughness of investigations; the adequacy of case-file documentation; and the currency, accuracy, and completeness of data maintained in DODIG’s case-management system. According to DODIG, this process was developed in response to our prior recommendation in 2012 to develop and implement performance metrics to ensure the quality and effectiveness of the investigative process, such as by ensuring that case files contain evidence sufficient to support the conclusions. Specifically, the internal controls process requires that investigators complete a criteria-based checklist at the conclusion of an investigation to ensure that certain documentation and data are present in the case-management system. For example, this checklist includes items to check case files for the presence of letters of notification to parties involved in an investigation, an approved investigative plan, interview records, evidence of legal review, and corrective-action documentation. In addition, the checklist includes items to ensure that certain data fields have been populated in the case-management system, such as information about complainants and subjects; alleged protected disclosures and personnel actions; and dates associated with investigative steps. According to DODIG’s internal controls process description, these checklists were completed on a quarterly basis prior to fiscal year 2016, at which point they began to be completed at the close of each case.

DODIG’s Case files Were Missing Some Key Documentation

Our review of case files closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015 found that some documentation was consistently present, but that some other key documentation or data were missing or were not uploaded to DODIG’s case-file system in a timely manner. This documentation and these data are needed to demonstrate compliance with or execution of investigative, quality-assurance, and internal controls processes, including the internal controls checklist—which we found did not include checks for some key documentation and required investigative events. Further, our interviews with the 24 investigators from investigative teams showed that some steps required to help ensure thoroughness during the investigative process are not routinely followed. The version of DODIG’s investigations manual in place during the period covered by our case-file review states that case files should be complete from case initiation until case closure

85See GAO-12-362.
and that upon case closure, investigators will organize the final records in the file as soon as possible to ensure readiness for Freedom of Information Act\(^{86}\) or other requests for investigation documents.\(^{87}\) The manual further states that closed case files should be ready to withstand scrutiny by an outside peer review or oversight authority. Similarly, CIGIE standards state that the degree to which an organization efficiently achieves its goals is affected by the quality and relevance of information that is collected, stored, retrieved, and analyzed, and that the results of investigative activities should be accurately and completely documented in the case file.\(^{88}\)

*Examples of documents consistently present*—Our review of 178 case files for cases closed in fiscal year 2015 found that some documentation was consistently present. For example:

- 100 percent of the cases that were fully investigated included evidence of a sworn recorded testimony with the complainant.\(^{89}\)
- 100 percent of the cases that were fully investigated had a final report of investigation.
- We estimate that about 98 percent of all cases included the incoming complaint.\(^{90}\)
- We estimate that about 98 percent of the cases that were dismissed had a closure letter to the complainant.

*Examples of documents or data that were missing or not uploaded*—Conversely, our review of case files for cases closed in fiscal year 2015 found that some other key documentation or data that are needed to demonstrate compliance with or execution of the investigative, quality-

---

\(^{86}\)See 5 U.S.C. § 552. The Freedom of Information Act requires federal agencies to provide the public with access to government information on the basis of the principles of openness and accountability in government. Each year, federal agencies release information to requesters that contributes to the understanding of government actions.


\(^{88}\)CIGIE, *Quality Standards for Investigations*.

\(^{89}\)We reviewed all 31 cases closed in fiscal year 2015 that were fully investigated. As a result, percentages presented in this report for fully investigated cases are not estimates. Evidence of a sworn recorded testimony includes a written transcript or voice recording.

\(^{90}\)All estimates in this report have a margin of error of plus or minus 7 percentage points or fewer at the 95 percent confidence level.
assurance, or internal controls processes were either missing or were not uploaded to DODIG’s case-file system in a timely manner. For example:

- Approximately 13 percent of the cases that were fully investigated did not have documentation of legal sufficiency. In response to our review, DODIG located documentation of legal sufficiency for these cases and uploaded it to the relevant case files.
- Approximately 13 percent of the cases that were fully investigated did not include an intake worksheet.
- Approximately 19 percent of the cases that were fully investigated were missing the notice of investigation sent to the complainant.
- DODIG inconsistently populated mandatory investigative event milestone dates related to management approval of the report of investigation. For example, of the cases that were fully investigated, approximately 36 percent were missing the date that the staff package was sent to the Director or Deputy IG for Administrative Investigations and approximately 13 percent were missing the date that the Deputy IG for Administrative Investigations approved the report. The absence of these dates does not necessarily indicate that the actions did not occur; rather, it hinders DODIG’s ability to analyze the timeliness of specific investigative phases, such as management review, as DODIG officials stated they intend to do in order to further improve investigation timeliness. In regard to the missing Deputy IG for Administrative Investigations approvals, DODIG officials stated that the missing dates were data-entry errors and that no case moves beyond this step in the approval process without the Deputy IG’s approval or her designee’s approval. DODIG also provided evidence to show that either the Director or Deputy IG for Administrative Investigations did approve the reports.
- Approximately 48 percent of the cases that were fully investigated included documents that were modified or were newly uploaded at least 30 days after case closure. These changes related to documents such as the final report of investigation, closure letters, evidence of legal review, the investigative plan, congressional correspondence, and interview transcripts. On average, the most recent change

\[91\text{Then-existing DODIG guidance covering fiscal year 2015 cases did not address documentation and data-entry requirements for several aspects of the investigative process, including quality-assurance reviews and case closure. Accordingly, we discussed then-existing practices and requirements with DODIG officials in order to accurately capture documentation and data-entry requirements during our case-file review.}\]
occurred 228 days (median 148 days) after case closure.\[^{92}\] In response to this analysis, DODIG officials stated that we had selected an arbitrary measure of 30 days after case closure to determine whether document uploads were appropriate. We applied the 30-day threshold as a grace period, recognizing that it may not always be practical for case files to be complete from case initiation to closure, as DODIG’s then-guidance required. DODIG officials also stated that because document uploads were performed in the majority of cases in accordance with the DODIG internal controls checklist process or related to follow-up activities, our inclusion of these cases implies that it is inappropriate to have internal controls in place to assure that key documentation is uploaded unless those reviews can be performed in less than 30 days after case closure. Further, DODIG officials stated that while it would be ideal if documentation was captured contemporaneously, internal guidance states that documentation gaps should be corrected when found, such as when found through the internal controls process. However, as previously stated, DODIG’s internal policy required that case files be complete upon case closure and the most recent change occurred on average 228 days (median 148 days) after case closure, far exceeding the internal policy and the prior practice of completing internal controls checklists on a quarterly basis. We believe that DODIG’s current practice of completing internal controls checklists at case closure is a positive step towards complying with its requirement for complete case files upon case closure and that it should help improve the timeliness of its case-file documentation.

- In approximately 16 percent of the cases that were fully investigated, it was not clear whether the investigative plan on file was the approved version because it did not include the approval milestone date in the document and did not appear to be a complete plan based on one or more missing or incomplete key elements. For example,

\[^{92}\]We excluded from this analysis all documentation that might be generated following case closure, including DODIG’s internal controls checklists, Freedom of Information Act documents, documentation relating to corrective actions taken in substantiated cases, and other inquiries and correspondence. In one case, we included follow-up closure documentation received by DODIG from the Director of Administration and Management because the documentation was not uploaded for approximately 20 months after DODIG’s receipt of the documentation and final closure of the case. We excluded two other cases that we originally included in this analysis, and modified the most recent date of change for another, because DODIG informed us that the previous version of its case-management system would mark a document as modified if it was opened and viewed a certain way. Most of the cases we found included multiple document uploads or modifications.
one plan was missing investigative milestones after “investigation start,” while another was missing investigative milestones, did not specify the documentary evidence to be gathered, and did not include witnesses to be interviewed. DODIG’s 2012 *Administrative Investigations Manual* required that investigative plans be approved prior to the start of fieldwork and it identified key elements of the investigative plan as including documentary and other relevant evidence to be collected, witnesses to be interviewed, and investigation milestones, among other things.\(^93\) Further, DODIG’s internal controls checklist requires that the approved investigative plan corresponding to the plan’s approval date in the database be uploaded to the case file. DODIG officials agreed that these plans were either missing key elements or had incomplete investigative milestones, but also stated that each plan was the approved plan as evidenced by the date of the document corresponding to the approval date in the database. Of the plans we identified as incomplete, we noted that the date of one document matched the approval date in the database, while the dates of the other documents preceded the approval date in the database by between 3 business days and over a month—making it further unclear as to whether these incomplete plans were the approved plans. DODIG officials also stated that initial investigative plans sometimes contain less than the full complement of witnesses and documentary evidence. However, the plans we identified as being incomplete in this regard did not contain any documentary evidence and one did not contain any witnesses. In addition, all of the plans we identified with missing or incomplete key elements either did not include investigative milestones or had incomplete investigative milestones.

- Two out of three fully investigated cases with congressional inquiries were missing correspondence to the Member of Congress providing a summary of the findings, as required by DODIG’s 2012 investigations manual. In response to this finding, DODIG officials stated in regard to one of the cases that the draft summary finding letter in the case file was sufficient to address documentation requirements because DODIG’s Office of Legislative Affairs and Communications is responsible for facilitating signatures of, transmitting, and maintaining records of congressional responses. However DODIG’s 2012 investigations manual states that acknowledgment, interim, and final letters to members of Congress should be saved to the case file, and its internal controls checklist includes items to verify the presence of

\(^93\)DODIG, *Administrative Investigations Manual, Part I.*
this correspondence. Because the letter saved to the case file was not
the letter sent by DODIG’s Office of Legislative Affairs and
Communications, it is unclear whether it was the final
correspondence.94

- Approximately 81 percent of the 413 testimony transcripts and voice
recordings we reviewed did not address one or more points of the
standard read-in/read-out process. This process consists of a series
of questions and statements at the beginning and end of each
interview intended to ensure that all witnesses are treated equally and
that they are afforded the proper notifications of authorities and due
process. In response to this finding, DODIG officials stated that it was
“clearly permissible” to not cover the entire read-in/read-out in cases
where a witness had already been interviewed and provided with the
standard read-in/read-out information. During the course of our case-
file review, we noted some cases where complainants, subjects, or
witnesses were interviewed more than once. However, DODIG did not
identify the interviews where it determined that the full read-in/read-
out did not need to be covered or provide us with policy or other
guidance to support its statement that read-in/read-out language
could be abbreviated.

In addition to missing case-file documentation or case data, our
interviews with each of the 24 DODIG investigators from the investigative
teams showed staff are not routinely holding roundtable meetings, which
are discussions between investigators, supervisors, attorneys, and
management of the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit, as
previously mentioned.95 Specifically, for the roundtables required by
DODIG’s AI Investigations Manual,

- 18 of the 24 investigators we interviewed stated that investigative
planning roundtables occur infrequently or not at all,
- 16 of the 24 investigators stated that the pre-subject-interview
roundtables occur infrequently or not at all, and

---

94We removed from this analysis one case that DODIG officials identified as an informal
congressional contact that did not require a formal response. This case did include a
contact number from DODIG’s Office of Legislative Affairs and Communications, as well
as an initial acknowledgement and interim response. DODIG’s 2012 investigations manual
does not distinguish between informal and formal congressional inquiries.

95According to a senior DODIG official, these roundtables were instituted concurrent with
the release of DODIG’s 2016 AI Investigations Manual in March 2016. We conducted our
interviews with the 24 investigators in September and October 2016.
• 19 of the 24 investigators stated that post-subject-interview roundtables occur infrequently or not at all.

DODIG officials stated that roundtables are an important part of the review process in that they help to keep cases on track and identify necessary adjustments.

Federal internal control standards state that management should monitor its internal control system, evaluate the results, and remediate internal control deficiencies on a timely basis.\(^\text{96}\) Further, these standards state that a control cannot be effectively implemented if it was not effectively designed and that an existing control is not properly designed if the control objective would not be met when the control operates as designed. However, we noted, and DODIG officials acknowledged, that DODIG’s internal controls checklist does not capture the full range of key case-file documentation and required investigative events, including documentation of (1) an intake worksheet, (2) required roundtable discussions, and (3) the program analyst for quality assurance review.\(^\text{97}\)

Without a checklist that captures the full range of key case-file documentation and data associated with required investigative steps, DODIG will be limited in its ability to ensure compliance with CIGIE standards related to thoroughness and adequacy of case-file documentation, as well as the currency, accuracy, and completeness of data maintained in its case-management system.

\(^\text{96}\)GAO-14-704G.

\(^\text{97}\)Approximately 44 percent of the cases that were fully investigated did not contain evidence of a completed quality-assurance review. In response to our analysis, DODIG provided us with copies of seven of the eight quality-assurance reviews that were maintained by the program analyst for quality assurance separate from the case files. Also, DODIG officials stated that while quality-assurance reviews are now required to be saved in investigative case files, it was not required during fiscal year 2015 and that there was no written guidance to address this new function. We agree that there was no written guidance to address this function, and therefore discussed associated documentation requirements with DODIG officials before performing our case-file review. We had included the quality-assurance review in our case-file review because the DODIG program analyst for quality assurance stated that these reviews should be present in the case files and because the Director of the whistleblower reprisal investigations unit stated that completed reviews could be found in the case files and subsequently agreed with our plan to look for quality-assurance approvals during our case file review. DODIG now requires in its 2016 Data Entry Guide that quality-assurance reviews be uploaded to the system. According to DODIG officials, the program analyst for quality assurance came onboard in October 2014 but did not begin performing quality-assurance reviews until mid-January 2015. Accordingly, we removed from our original analysis those cases that were closed in October through December of 2014, and the first half of January 2015.
DODIG Has Conducted Oversight of DCIPS Employee Cases Provided by Some of the Defense Intelligence Components but Has Not Fully Addressed Oversight Requirements

DODIG has conducted oversight of investigations involving DCIPS employees that were conducted by the some of the defense intelligence component IGs, which consist of the IGs of the Defense Intelligence Agency, National Geospatial- Intelligence Agency, National Reconnaissance Office, and National Security Agency. However, DODIG and the defense intelligence components have not fully addressed requirements related to DODIG’s review of all DCIPS employee allegations, determinations, and investigations handled by the component IGs. DOD Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008—which implements Presidential Policy Directive 19 (PPD-19)—requires that DODIG provide oversight of reprisal allegations involving DCIPS employees that are handled by the defense intelligence component IGs, and that the component IGs correspondingly furnish information to DODIG. Table 3 highlights key oversight requirements specified by Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 for DODIG and the defense intelligence component IGs.

98 See Presidential Policy Directive 19 (PPD-19), which identifies these organizations as the defense intelligence community elements.

99 DOD, Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008. This memorandum refers to the defense intelligence community element IGs as “DOD component IGs” and “DOD component statutory IGs.”
Table 3: Key Department of Defense Inspector General (DODIG) Oversight Requirements and Related Defense Intelligence Component Inspector General (IG) Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DODIG oversight requirement</th>
<th>Defense intelligence component IG requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Receive notifications from DOD component IGs of all reprisal allegations from Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System (DCIPS) employees submitted to that component.</td>
<td>Notify DODIG within 10 working days of receiving any allegation of reprisal from a DCIPS employee and provide a copy of the written complaint to DODIG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expeditiously initiate or request the DOD component IG to initiate an investigation when DODIG determines that sufficient evidence exists to warrant an investigation. (^a)</td>
<td>If DODIG does not retain the allegation for investigation, expeditiously determine whether there is sufficient evidence to warrant an investigation of the allegation. Expeditiously initiate an investigation when it has been determined that an investigation is warranted or upon receiving a request to do so from DODIG.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review and approve determinations made by DOD component IGs that investigation of an allegation submitted to the component is not warranted.</td>
<td>Forward to DODIG for review any determination that there is not sufficient evidence to warrant investigation. If DODIG concurs with the determination, notify the employee making the allegation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review and approve results of all investigations conducted by the components or initiate a follow-up investigation to correct inadequacies or ensure the component IG corrects them, if the review determines that an investigation is inadequate. (^b)</td>
<td>Forward reports of investigation of allegations to DODIG for approval.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008.

\(^a\) When DODIG requests that a component with a statutory IG conduct an investigation, DODIG must ensure that the IG conducting the investigation is outside the supervisory chain of the employee submitting the allegations as well as the individuals alleged to have taken the reprisal action.

\(^b\) In reviewing investigations, DODIG is to ensure that the standards of proof applied in the investigation are a preponderance of evidence for establishing that a protected disclosure was a factor in the personnel action and clear and convincing evidence for establishing that the action would have occurred absent the protected disclosure.

DODIG’s *AI Investigations Manual* implements DODIG’s oversight requirements in accordance with Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 by describing a process for DODIG to review (1) defense intelligence component IG determinations to not investigate allegations involving DCIPS employees, and (2) reports of investigation for completed investigations involving DCIPS employees submitted by the defense intelligence component IGs.\(^{100}\) To conduct these reviews, among other duties, DODIG has established an oversight branch comprising 17 personnel across two teams, each of which has a supervisory investigator, according to DODIG officials.\(^{101}\) Specifically, DODIG’s

\(^{100}\) DODIG, *AI Investigations Manual*.

\(^{101}\) This team also conducts oversight reviews of investigations conducted by the military service IGs, including both (1) service determinations that an investigation into a reprisal complaint is not warranted, and (2) the results of completed service investigations. For additional information, see GAO-15-477. According to DODIG’s oversight team lead official, reviews of DCIPS employee investigations constitute a small percentage of the oversight team’s work.
oversight team is to review determinations to not investigate an allegation to ascertain whether the elements of a prima facie allegation were adequately addressed, including alleged protected disclosures and personnel actions; whether the alleged responsible management official knew of the protected disclosures before taking, withholding, or threatening the personnel actions; and whether there is an inference of causation between the protected disclosures and personnel actions. According to DODIG’s *AI Investigations Manual*, investigations are to be reviewed for compliance with CIGIE standards, including independence, objectivity, thoroughness, documentation, and legal sufficiency. These reviews are to be documented in a worksheet, and the results of the review are to be communicated to the component IG. If the determination to not investigate or the investigation is sufficient, an approval letter stating such is to be sent to the component IG; if not, DODIG is to work with the component IG to correct any deficiencies.

As of April 2017, DODIG had received and reviewed investigations from three of the four defense intelligence component IGs as well as notifications of allegation receipt from one of the four component IGs. DODIG had not received determinations to not investigate allegations from any of the four component IGs. Specifically, DODIG officials stated that they received investigations for review from the IGs of the Defense Intelligence Agency, the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency, and the National Security Agency. According to DODIG officials, DODIG had not received investigations for review from the National Reconnaissance Office IG. Further, these same officials stated that DODIG had received notifications of allegation receipt from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency IG only, and that DODIG had not received determinations to not investigate an allegation from any of the four defense intelligence component IGs.

---

102 As noted earlier in this report, DODIG instituted a streamlined, 10-day oversight process in September 2016. According to DODIG officials, this new process will involve the review of supporting documentation in cases where the report of investigation raises questions. A senior DODIG official also stated that focusing primarily on the report of investigation will not affect the scope of the review, which will still cover adherence to CIGIE standards.

103 Defense Intelligence Agency IG officials stated that Defense Intelligence Agency whistleblower reprisal investigations are conducted according to CIGIE standards and that the Defense Intelligence Agency IG plans to participate in the CIGIE peer-review process.

104 We reviewed four investigations completed by the Defense Intelligence Agency and National Security Agency and reviewed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015.
DODIG officials provided us with three notifications from the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency IG that they stated constituted notification of allegation receipt. In reviewing these notifications, we noted that each notification was received by DODIG after the 10-working day period prescribed by Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 and that each notification also informed DODIG of the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency IG’s intent to investigate the allegation. As previously mentioned, DODIG has the authority to retain such cases for investigation or refer them back to the component IG. Specifically, two notifications stated that the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency IG planned to investigate the associated allegations on the basis of preliminary review. One of these notifications was received by DODIG more than a month after the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency IG’s receipt of the allegation, and the other was received by DODIG more than 2 months after initial receipt of the allegation. The third notification—received by DODIG more than 3 months after initial receipt of the allegation—stated that the National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency IG would continue its investigation of the matter in the absence of notification from DODIG that DODIG intended to assume investigative jurisdiction over the matter. DODIG officials stated the defense intelligence component IGs are likely receiving numerous complaints of reprisal, and the DODIG official responsible for managing the oversight branch further stated that it is unlikely that the investigations DODIG has received for review constitute all of the reprisal investigations conducted by the component IGs.

The defense intelligence component IG officials we contacted provided varying perspectives on the oversight requirements, as well as the degree to which they currently comply with the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008, and intend to do so in the future. For example, National Security Agency IG officials told us that they are in compliance with the memorandum’s provisions because they notify DODIG whenever they commence an investigation of a credible allegation, and because all credible allegations have been investigated. However, these officials also noted that they receive other reprisal allegations for which they do not notify DODIG because the allegations are not deemed to be credible, or because they do not “facially meet” the criteria for reprisal. As previously mentioned, Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 requires that defense intelligence component IGs notify DODIG within 10 working days of receiving any allegation of reprisal from a DCIPS employee and provide a
Similarly, officials from the Defense Intelligence Agency IG stated that they notify DODIG of new investigations and provide the resulting investigations for review, but that they do not notify DODIG of all allegations received or provide DODIG with determinations to not investigate allegations for DODIG’s review, as is required. These same officials also stated that the Defense Intelligence Agency IG works collaboratively with DODIG to respond to complaints regarding Defense Intelligence Agency personnel that are reported to DODIG. According to a senior DODIG official in February 2017, the Defense Intelligence Agency IG director of whistleblower reprisal investigations stated to DODIG officials that the Defense Intelligence Agency IG intends to start complying with all oversight requirements. Additionally, DODIG officials stated that DODIG provided officials from the Defense Intelligence Agency IG with a sample template that can be used to notify DODIG of determinations to not investigate cases. However, Defense Intelligence Agency IG officials stated that senior Defense Intelligence Agency IG officials met with DODIG to discuss a way forward on the oversight requirements and came to no conclusion, and that no Defense Intelligence Agency IG official committed to complying with all of the oversight requirements. Additionally, a Defense Intelligence Agency IG official told us that the memorandum is problematic, that our inquiry regarding the Defense Intelligence Agency IG’s compliance with the memorandum’s provisions has prompted them to reevaluate their reporting processes, and that they are considering reducing future reprisal reporting to DODIG.

DODIG officials stated some of the defense intelligence component IGs objected to the memorandum’s oversight provisions during its development, and that some of the component IGs’ status as presidentially appointed, Senate-confirmed “statutory” IGs may influence their views with regard to the appropriateness of DODIG oversight. However, DODIG officials noted that they view the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 as being clearly delineated and binding throughout the department, and that while the four defense intelligence component IGs have specific responsibilities as intelligence organizations, they remain part of the larger DOD and are therefore

---

105In addition, DOD Directive 5106.04, Defense Inspectors General (May 22, 2014), states that “defense IGs [including the defense intelligence component IGs] will promptly report allegations of violations of Presidential Policy Directive 19 and Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 to the IG DOD and provide a copy of the written complaint to IG DOD.”
subject to department-wide duties, responsibilities, and authorities specified in the Inspector General Act of 1978, as amended.\textsuperscript{106} Moreover, they noted that DODIG remains the department’s principal IG over all components within the department—with responsibility to ensure coordination, cooperation, and efficiency in the audits and investigations of the defense intelligence components—and that PPD-19, DOD regulation, and the Inspector General Act provide the basis for DODIG to approve determinations and investigations of DOD component IGs.

DODIG has taken some steps to coordinate with the defense intelligence component IGs in relation to the oversight requirements. For example, DODIG officials stated that they have conveyed their expectations with regard to the oversight process to representatives from the National Security Agency IG and the Defense Intelligence Agency IG, and that the memorandum’s requirements have been addressed during a symposium attended by representatives from defense intelligence component IGs and during DODIG’s basic whistleblower reprisal course, which is offered quarterly and is regularly attended by investigative personnel from the component IGs. DODIG officials also stated that in March 2017, they presented oversight requirements to an audience that included representatives from the component IGs. National Security Agency IG officials stated that oversight expectations were constructively discussed in a November 2015 meeting that concluded with an agreement to continue the excellent working relationship that had already been established, and that the symposium and reprisal course—while valuable—do not spend much time on dealing with intelligence community cases, PPD-19, and Directive-Type Memorandum13-008. Additionally, these same officials stated that the March 2017 oversight requirements briefing was provided to a Defense Council on Integrity and Efficiency Administrative Investigations Committee meeting, and that the National Security Agency IG did not receive the invitation or presentation.\textsuperscript{107} Similarly, Defense Intelligence Agency IG officials stated


\textsuperscript{107}The Defense Council on Integrity and Efficiency was created by DODIG pursuant to statutory authority. Comprising leaders of the various audit, inspection, and investigative organizations within DOD, the main purpose of the council is to ensure effective coordination and cooperation between and among the activities of DODIG, the defense agencies, and the internal audit, inspection, and investigative organizations of the military departments with a view toward avoiding duplication. The administrative investigations committee coordinates administrative investigative and hotline activities that address multiagency or defense-wide issues and policies, identifies potential gaps in coverage, and provides recommendations to the council on the training and development needs of the council’s administrative investigations and hotline community.
that in a December 2016 meeting with DODIG, they explained their statutory independence and objectivity, indicated the extent that any oversight requirements interfered with the agency’s statutory responsibilities, and stated that full compliance required additional discussion. These officials also stated that the Defense Intelligence Agency IG was not represented at the March 2017 oversight requirements briefing.

However, DODIG has not established processes with the defense intelligence component IGs—such as standard operating procedures—to ensure that the components provide the allegation notifications, determinations to not investigate, and investigations prescribed by Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008. As the principal advisor for DOD IGs, DODIG is to assist the defense IGs—including the IGs of the defense intelligence components—by coordinating and clarifying DOD policy, issuing implementing instructions, and resolving conflicting or inconsistent IG policy involving defense IG duties, responsibilities, and functions.108 Without a process to fully implement the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 that includes (1) receiving notification of all allegations received by the defense intelligence component IGs, (2) reviewing their determinations to not investigate allegations, and (3) reviewing all investigations that they conduct, DODIG and the defense intelligence components will continue to not fully adhere to the prescribed roles related to the oversight of component determinations and investigations, as defined in agency directives.

DODIG’s Timeliness Performance Measures Demonstrate Key Attributes of Successful Measures, but It Lacks Measures to Assess the Quality of Investigations and Oversight Reviews

In April 2017, DODIG developed six performance measures to assess the timeliness of its investigations and oversight reviews for fiscal year 2017 that demonstrate many, but not all, key attributes of successful performance measures. However, DODIG does not have performance measures to assess the quality of its investigations and oversight reviews for fiscal year 2017 and beyond. Prior to fiscal year 2017, DODIG had developed several different timeliness and quality performance measures, but these measures were inconsistently documented and reported.

*Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government* emphasize the importance of assessing performance over time.\(^1^0^9\) By using performance measures, decision makers can obtain feedback for improving both policy and operational effectiveness. Further, we found in our previous work that measures on both timeliness and quality—such as the completeness of investigative reports and adequacy of internal controls—can enhance the ability of organizations to provide reasonable assurance that they are exercising appropriate safeguards for federal programs.\(^1^1^0\) Our body of work on leading performance-management practices identified 10 attributes of successful performance measures (see table 4).\(^1^1^1\) While

\(^1^0^9\)GAO-14-704G.


\(^1^1^1\)See GAO-03-143 for a description of how we developed the attributes. In GAO-03-143, we identified attributes of performance measures from various sources, such as earlier GAO work, Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-11, the Government Performance and Results Act, the Internal Revenue Service’s handbook on Managing Statistics in a Balanced Measures System, and various sources of performance-management literature. In addition, we drew on previous GAO work including GAO/GGD-96-66R and GAO/GGD-10.1.20. Further, we identified important key attributes of performance measures in GAO-14-49. Weaknesses identified in a particular attribute do not, in and of themselves, mean that a measure is ineffective or meaningless. Instead, weaknesses identified should be considered as areas for further refinement.
these attributes may not represent all the attributes of successful performance measures, we believe they address important areas.
### Table 4: Key Attributes of Successful Performance Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Potentially adverse consequences of not meeting attribute</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linkage</td>
<td>Measure is aligned with division and agency-wide goals and mission and clearly communicated throughout the organization.</td>
<td>Behaviors and incentives created by measures do not support achieving division or agency-wide goals or mission.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Measure is clearly stated, and the name and definition are consistent with the methodology used to calculate it.</td>
<td>Data could be confusing and misleading to users.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurable target</td>
<td>Measure has a numerical goal.</td>
<td>Managers may not be able to tell whether performance is meeting expectations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectivity</td>
<td>Measure is reasonably free from significant bias or manipulation.</td>
<td>Performance assessments may be systematically over- or understated.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Measure produces the same result under similar conditions.</td>
<td>Reported performance data may be inconsistent and add uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline and trend data</td>
<td>Measure has a baseline and trend data associated with it to identify, monitor, and report changes in performance and to help ensure that performance is viewed in context.</td>
<td>Without adequate baseline data, goals may not permit subsequent comparison with actual performance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core program activities</td>
<td>Measures cover the activities that an entity is expected to perform to support the intent of the program.</td>
<td>Information available to managers and stakeholders in core program areas may be insufficient.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited overlap</td>
<td>Measure should provide new information beyond that provided by other measures.</td>
<td>Managers may have to sort through redundant, costly information that does not add value.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>Taken together, measures ensure that an organization’s various priorities are covered.</td>
<td>Measures may over emphasize some goals and skew incentives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government-wide priorities</td>
<td>Each measure should cover a priority, such as quality, timeliness, and cost of service.</td>
<td>A program’s overall success is at risk if all priorities are not addressed.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO.

In April 2017, more than halfway through the fiscal year, DODIG developed and provided us with six performance measures for assessing the timeliness of fiscal year 2017 investigations and oversight reviews. We compared the performance measures against the 10 key attributes of successful performance measures identified in our prior work, as shown in figure 3.
Figure 3: Analysis of the Extent to Which the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General’s (DODIG) Fiscal Year 2017 Whistleblower Repraisal Performance Measures for Timeliness Align with Key Attributes of Successful Performance Measures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>Title 10 U.S.C. § 1034 and Title 10 U.S.C. §2409&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Title 10 U.S.C. § 1587, Inspector General Act, and PPD-19&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Percentage of investigations closed in ≤180 days</th>
<th>Average days for closing investigations</th>
<th>Percentage of investigations closed in ≤240 days</th>
<th>Average days for closing investigations</th>
<th>Percentage of oversight reviews&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt; closed in ≤10 days</th>
<th>Average days for closing oversight reviews&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Linkage</td>
<td>Measure is aligned with division and agency-wide goals and mission and clearly communicated throughout the organization.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarity</td>
<td>Measure is clearly stated, and the name and definition are consistent with the methodology used to calculate it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Measurable target</td>
<td>Measure has a numerical goal.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objectivity</td>
<td>Measure is reasonably free from significant bias or manipulation.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reliability</td>
<td>Measure produces the same result under similar conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline and trend data</td>
<td>Measure has a baseline and trend data associated with it to identify, monitor, and report changes in performance and to help ensure that performance is viewed in context.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core program activities</td>
<td>Measures cover the activities that an entity is expected to perform to support the intent of the program.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limited overlap</td>
<td>Measure should provide new information beyond that provided by other measures.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance</td>
<td>Taken together, measures ensure that an organization’s various priorities are covered.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government-wide priorities</td>
<td>Each measure should cover a priority, such as quality, timeliness, and cost of service.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) information. | GAO-17-506

Legend:
- Not addressed
- Partially addressed
- Addressed

<sup>a</sup>Military personnel are protected under 10 U.S.C. § 1034, while 10 U.S.C. § 2409 protects contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee employees, from whistleblower repraisal.
In our analysis of DODIG’s six performance measures for timeliness of whistleblower reprisal investigations and oversight reviews, we found the following.

**Linkage.** Five of the six measures we assessed addressed the attribute of linkage, and one measure partially addressed this attribute. A measure demonstrates linkage when it is aligned with division and agency-wide goals and mission and is clearly communicated throughout the organization. We found that all six timeliness measures aligned with DODIG’s strategic objective to provide timely and relevant feedback to the department through high impact DODIG products that result in improvements in program and operational performance. Additionally, we found that all six measures aligned with DODIG’s vision to improve the timeliness of its investigative products. According to DODIG officials, the timeliness measures have been communicated to whistleblower reprisal unit staff through briefings and all-hands training. However, we found that DODIG’s measure of the “average number of days to complete an oversight review” partially addressed the attribute of linkage because DODIG’s target to close its oversight investigations is less than or equal to 10 days, but its parameter for success for this measure is less than or equal to 60 days. This inconsistency may hinder DODIG’s ability to clearly communicate the measure.

**Clarity.** Five of the six measures we assessed addressed the attribute of clarity, and one measure partially addressed this attribute. A measure achieves clarity when it is clearly stated and its name and definition are consistent with the methodology used to calculate it. Further, a measure that is clearly stated should not contain extraneous information or omit key data elements. DODIG’s timeliness measures are consistent with the methodology for calculating them, which uses standard dates entered for each case in its case-management system. However, the “average days for closing oversight investigations” measure partially addressed the attribute of clarity because its target to close oversight investigations in less than or equal to 10 days is inconsistent with its parameter for success, which is less than or equal to 60 days.
Measurable Target. Five of the six measures we assessed addressed the attribute of having a measurable target, and one measure partially addressed this attribute. A measure with a measurable target has a numerical goal. DODIG has set a quantifiable, numerical target for each of the six performance measures we assessed. For instance, DODIG established a target of completing 51 percent or more of its civilian whistleblower reprisal investigations in less than or equal to 180 days or 240 days, depending upon the investigation authority. However, the “average days for closing oversight investigations” measure partially addressed the attribute of measurable target because DODIG’s target to close oversight investigations is less than or equal to 10 days, but its parameter for success for this measure is less than or equal to 60 days.

Objectivity. All six measures we assessed addressed the attribute of objectivity. A measure demonstrates objectivity when it is reasonably free from significant bias or manipulation. Specifically, DODIG officials stated that the methodology for calculating its timeliness measures is objectively determined using standard dates entered for each case in its case-management system. We agree that this methodology does not allow for subjective considerations or judgments, as these measures by name indicate what is to be observed (e.g., closed investigations), in which population or conditions, and in what time frame (e.g., quarterly).

Reliability. All six measures we assessed addressed the attribute of reliability. A measure demonstrates reliability when it produces the same result under similar conditions. DODIG officials stated that the same methodology will be used to evaluate performance on a quarterly basis across the fiscal year. In addition, DODIG has procedures to verify and validate each measure through its internal control checks of the case-management system.

Baseline and Trend Data. All six measures we assessed partially addressed the attribute of baseline and trend data. A measure with a baseline and trend data associated with it identifies, monitors, and reports changes in performance and helps ensure that performance is viewed in context. DODIG’s measures provided data on year-to-date performance for the first two quarters of fiscal year 2017, allowing decision makers to identify and monitor trends in performance over time. In addition, DODIG officials stated that they established a baseline for their prior timeliness measures based on a finding from our prior work in 2012 and that they have since set goals to reduce the average days to conduct investigations.
by a certain percentage each year. However, DODIG did not provide baselines for its fiscal year 2017 whistleblower reprisal timeliness performance measures, and it has not consistently reported on all of its past timeliness performance measures, as discussed below, thus inhibiting baseline and trend analysis.

**Core Program Activities.** Collectively, the six measures we assessed partially addressed the attribute of core program activities. Measures that reflect core program activities cover the activities that an entity is expected to perform to support the intent of the program. The whistleblower reprisal investigations unit’s mission is to objectively and thoroughly investigate whistleblower reprisal complaints and to provide oversight of military service and component IG investigations of such complaints. DODIG’s *AI Investigations Manual* specifies major activities associated with this mission, such as conducting intake reviews to determine whether an allegation warrants investigation, investigating whistleblower reprisal complaints, and conducting oversight reviews of investigations performed by the component IGs. DODIG’s fiscal year 2017 timeliness measures address program activities such as the timely completion of investigations and oversight reviews of investigations, but they do not assess whether other core program activities, such as intake reviews, are completed in a timely fashion.

**Limited Overlap.** Collectively, the six measures we assessed addressed the attribute of limited overlap. Measures with limited overlap provide new information beyond that provided by other measures. DODIG’s fiscal year 2017 measures all relate to the timeliness of case-closure efforts, but the measures address both investigations and oversight reviews, and provide data that can supplement one another. For example, the measure of average days to complete civilian investigations may be supplemented by the percentage of completed civilian investigations meeting the 240-day timeliness goal, because the latter could provide context for the average days measure by indicating whether there may have been one or more long or short cases that affected the average.

**Balance.** Collectively, the six measures we assessed did not address the attribute of balance. Measures that demonstrate balance ensure that an organization’s various priorities are covered. Performance-measurement efforts that overemphasize one or two priorities at the expense of others

---

112GAO-12-362.
may skew the agency’s performance and keep its managers from understanding the effectiveness of their programs in supporting the overall mission and goals. Taken together, DODIG’s fiscal year 2017 timeliness measures address the whistleblower reprisal unit’s priority of improving the timeliness of its whistleblower reprisal investigations and oversight reviews, but they do not address the unit’s priority of conducting thorough investigations that adhere to CIGIE standards.

**Government-Wide Priorities.** Collectively, the six measures we assessed partially addressed the attribute of government-wide priorities. Measures should cover a range of government-wide priorities, such as quality, timeliness, efficiency, cost of service, and outcome. A range is important because most program activities require managers to balance these priorities among other demands, and measures that assess some priorities but neglect others could place the program’s success at risk. DODIG’s fiscal year 2017 timeliness measures are focused on the agency’s priority to improve the timeliness of its reprisal investigations and oversight reviews, and do not address the quality of investigations. Without addressing the government-wide priority of quality, an overemphasis on timeliness could undermine quality. In addition, DODIG’s suite of timeliness measures does not address the efficiency or cost of service associated with investigations and oversight reviews.

Although DODIG has not developed performance measures for fiscal year 2017 to specifically assess the quality of its reprisal investigations and oversight reviews, DODIG officials stated in April 2017 that they were in the process of doing so. Prior to fiscal year 2017, DODIG had developed several performance measures to assess both the timeliness and quality of its reprisal investigations, but the evaluation of these measures was inconsistently documented and reported, and some measures changed over time. For example, DODIG variously reported to senior DODIG management from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 on timeliness measures such as the percentage of military and contractor cases meeting the statutory goal of 180 days, the average and median length of these investigations, as well as the percentage of NAFI, appropriated-fund civilian, and PPD-19 investigations meeting the internal 240-day goal. However, according to DODIG officials, in fiscal year 2016, DODIG reported to the Acting Inspector General on one measure alone—the percentage of oversight reviews meeting the internal goal of 70 days. DODIG also developed three quality measures in 2014 in response to our 2012 recommendation that it develop and implement performance measures to ensure the quality and effectiveness of the investigative process, such as by ensuring that case files contain evidence sufficient to
support conclusions. DODIG’s quality measures specifically addressed thoroughness, documentation, and data integrity and completeness for DODIG investigations and oversight reviews. However, those measures were last briefed to the DOD Inspector General in fiscal year 2014.

DODIG officials stated in February 2017 that changes in DODIG’s leadership and internal processes have contributed to the inconsistency in reporting on timeliness performance measures, but that they continued to monitor aspects of timeliness and quality throughout fiscal years 2013 through 2016. Subsequently, these officials disagreed with our conclusion that their measures had been inconsistently documented and reported, stating that they had implemented a robust set of performance measures for quality and timeliness, which they had monitored and documented on a quarterly basis from fiscal years 2013 through 2016. They also stated that they reported on fiscal year 2013–2016 average and median days for investigations against the 180- and 240-day benchmarks and on a sample of oversight reviews in annual assurance statements, and on fiscal year 2013–2015 average days for investigations in annual organizational assessments. DODIG officials also provided us with a written narrative explaining how their prior performance measures addressed the 10 key attributes of successful performance measures identified in our prior work. Our analysis of the prior measures differed from DODIG’s analysis in regard to the extent that DODIG’s prior measures addressed the attributes, but we do not present the results of our analysis because DODIG’s prior performance measures were not carried forward to fiscal year 2017.

In discussing their efforts to develop performance measures, DODIG officials noted the difficulty of developing performance measures for investigative work, and stated that the Government Performance and Results Act (GPRA) Modernization Act of 2010 (GPRAMA) should provide the basis for any assessment of DODIG’s performance measures. These officials also stated that GAO’s identified key attributes of successful performance measures are accompanied by scant justification or explanation as to why they were chosen, and included no guidance as to how agencies should implement them. We believe that our prior work has demonstrated that the attributes—which are based in part
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on the earlier GPRA—\textsuperscript{115}—are broadly applicable as leading practice for developing successful performance measures across various types of federal programs.\textsuperscript{116} Additionally, the attributes are similar to requirements set forth in GPRAMA that DODIG officials cited as the standard to which they should be held. For example, GPRAMA’s requirement that agencies establish performance goals that are objective, quantifiable, and measurable aligns with our attributes of objectivity and measurable target. Similarly, GPRAMA’s requirement that performance goals should describe how they contribute to the general goals and objectives in an agency’s strategic plan aligns with our attribute of linkage. Finally, we believe that the utility of each attribute is articulated by the potential adverse consequences of not meeting it, while the definition for each attribute conveys its purpose in order to guide implementation, as shown previously in table 4. Ultimately, by developing both quality and timeliness performance measures that fully reflect the key attributes of successful measures, DODIG decision makers would be better positioned to (1) assess the quality and timeliness of DODIG’s whistleblower reprisal investigations and oversight reviews and (2) determine whether past, ongoing, and future improvement initiatives are on track to achieve desired outcomes.

\section*{Conclusions}

Maintaining a timely, independent, and thorough process for investigating whistleblower reprisal complaints is essential to executing DODIG’s mission and to fulfilling the whistleblower reprisal unit’s vision of being the model whistleblower-protection program in the federal government. To these ends, DODIG has taken and has planned steps to improve the timeliness of its investigations, and has established several processes to help ensure their independence and thoroughness. However, without regularly reporting on the timeliness of all civilian and contractor investigations, decision makers’ ability to effectively oversee the whistleblower reprisal program is limited. DODIG also does not have key


workload data that would enable it to more fully assess its personnel requirements in support of its planned steps to improve timeliness. By assessing the feasibility of collecting more detailed workload data, such as the labor hours associated with its cases, DODIG would be better positioned to identify the resource investment associated with different types of cases and investigative activities and to then allocate existing and future personnel in order to accomplish its mission.

Enhancements are also needed for existing processes designed to help ensure the independence and thoroughness of DODIG’s investigations. By documenting investigators’ recusals and conflicts of interest—and evaluating these and other threats in the aggregate—DODIG will have increased institutional awareness of threats such as bias, thereby better enabling it to fully evaluate such threats. Also, by establishing and clearly communicating a declination policy for nondiscretionary cases, DODIG will have better assurance that these complainants are afforded the same due process as those whose cases are routed through the intake process. Additionally, developing an internal controls checklist that captures the full range of key case-file documentation and data associated with required investigative steps will help DODIG ensure compliance with CIGIE standards related to the thoroughness and adequacy of case-file documentation. Moreover, it will be better positioned to withstand scrutiny by outside authorities, and address concerns expressed by members of Congress regarding the integrity of its investigations.

Another area in which DODIG’s process can be improved is in its oversight of cases involving DCIPS employees that are handled by the defense intelligence component IGs. While DODIG is reviewing investigations conducted by some of the defense intelligence component IGs, it has not established processes with the defense intelligence component IGs that fully address requirements to receive notification of all allegations involving DCIPS employees that are received by the components, review component determinations to not investigate allegations, and review all the investigations the components conduct. Without a process for doing so, DODIG and the defense intelligence components are unable to fulfill their prescribed roles related to the oversight of component determinations and investigations. Moreover, without fully executing its oversight responsibilities, DODIG cannot achieve its vision of being the model whistleblower-protection program in the federal government.
Finally, given the improvement initiatives DODIG is planning and has under way—and the anticipated increase in cases—it is important that there be a reliable means by which to gauge progress in the timeliness and quality of both investigations and oversight reviews. DODIG developed performance measures for its timeliness for fiscal year 2017, more than halfway through the fiscal year, and these measures address many, but not all, key attributes of successful performance measures. However, DODIG has not developed measures for quality for fiscal year 2017 and beyond. By developing quality performance measures and improving existing timeliness performance measures to be consistent with all attributes of successful measures, senior DODIG leaders will have better information to assess progress in improving timeliness and completeness of investigations as well as to guide ongoing and future improvement efforts.

Recommendations for Executive Action

We are making the following seven recommendations to the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG):

- The DOD Inspector General should assess the feasibility of collecting additional workload data, such as the amount of direct and indirect labor hours associated with each case, and including such data in future personnel requirements assessments, as appropriate. (Recommendation 1)

- The DOD Inspector General should report regularly to Congress on the timeliness of civilian and contractor investigations, including those contractor and subcontractor cases exceeding the 180-day timeliness requirement. (Recommendation 2)

- The DOD Inspector General should implement a process to document employee recusals and impairments to independence and incorporate such information into an aggregate-level evaluation of threats to DODIG’s independence. (Recommendation 3)

- The DOD Inspector General should establish and clearly communicate a declination policy for nondiscretionary cases in the AI Investigations Manual or other guidance, and align this policy with the intake policy. (Recommendation 4)

- The DOD Inspector General should revise the existing internal controls checklist to include all key case-file documentation and required investigative events. (Recommendation 5)
The DOD Inspector General should work in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, and the inspectors general of the defense intelligence components to establish a process to fully implement the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 so that DODIG (1) receives notifications of all allegations received by the components, (2) reviews all component determinations to not investigate allegations, and (3) reviews all investigations conducted by the components. (Recommendation 6)

The DOD Inspector General should develop quality performance measures and enhance existing timeliness performance measures to reflect key attributes of successful performance measures. At minimum, these measures should be clear, quantifiable, and objective, and they should include a baseline assessment of current performance. (Recommendation 7)

Agency Comments

We provided a draft of this report to DODIG for review and comment. In written comments, DODIG concurred with each of the seven recommendations and cited actions it plans to take to address them. DODIG's comments are reprinted in appendix III.

As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce the contents of this report earlier, we plan no further distribution until 11 days from the report date. At that time, we will send copies of this report to the congressional defense committees, the Secretary of Defense, the Department of Defense Inspector General, the Inspectors General of the Defense Intelligence Agency and the National Security Agency, the Office of Special Counsel, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.

If you or your staff have any questions about this report, please contact me at (202) 512-3604 or farrellb@gao.gov. Contact points for our Offices of Congressional Relations and Public Affairs may be found on the last page of this report. GAO staff who made key contributions to this report are listed in appendix IV.
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Appendix I: Scope and Methodology

To determine the extent to which the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) has met and taken steps to achieve key timeliness goals for civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal investigations, we obtained data on all Department of Defense (DOD) civilian and contractor employee whistleblower reprisal cases closed by DODIG and appropriated-fund DOD civilian employee cases closed by the Office of Special Counsel from October 1, 2012, through September 30, 2015, and on all DODIG civilian and contractor employee cases open as of September 2016.1 We selected data from this period because they constituted the most complete and recent data available in DODIG’s and the Office of Special Counsel’s case-management systems during the time we were doing our analysis. Using these data, we calculated the timeliness of DODIG and Office of Special Counsel cases in relation to time frames prescribed by statute and internal goals. Specifically, we assessed the timeliness of closed DODIG cases against the 180-day statutory timeliness requirement for contractor cases; DODIG’s 240-day internal goal for all civilian cases; DODIG’s 30-day internal goal for the intake of complaints; and DODIG’s 60-day internal goal for completing oversight reviews that was in place during the years under review.2 We also assessed the length of DODIG’s open cases involving DOD civilian and contractor employees. We assessed the timeliness of closed Office of Special Counsel cases involving DOD appropriated-fund civilians against the statutory 240-day goal for completing these investigations.3 To identify other characteristics of DODIG cases involving DOD civilians

1The Office of Special Counsel is an independent agency established under the Whistleblower Protection Act of 1989 to investigate whistleblower reprisal and other personnel action complaints. See Pub. L. No. 101-12, § 1212 (1989) (codified at 5 U.S.C. § 1212).

2See, for example, 10 U.S.C. § 2409(b)(2)(A)(B)). This statute states that the “Inspector General shall make a determination that a complaint is frivolous, fails to allege a violation of the prohibition [on reprisal], or has previously been addressed in another Federal or State judicial or administrative proceeding initiated by the complainant or submit a report … within 180 days after receiving the complaint. If the Inspector General is unable to complete an investigation in time to submit a report within the 180-day period … and the person submitting the complaint agrees to an extension of time, the Inspector General shall submit a report … within such additional period of time, up to 180 days, as shall be agreed upon between the Inspector General and the person submitting the complaint.”

3See 5 U.S.C. § 1214, which provides that within 240 days after receiving a prohibited personnel practice complaint, the Office of Special Counsel should determine whether there are reasonable grounds to believe that such a violation occurred or exists.
and contractors we also analyzed case data by fiscal year to determine statute type, case disposition, the number of complaints received, the number of complaints investigated, the frequency and type of alleged personnel actions, and rates of substantiation for investigated cases.

We assessed the reliability of DODIG and Office of Special Counsel data by administering questionnaires to officials familiar with the data systems, interviewing DODIG and Office of Special Counsel officials, and reviewing the queries used to retrieve the data, along with system documentation and quality-assurance procedures. For DODIG data, we also compared electronic data to fiscal year 2015 case-file documentation associated with our review of a stratified random sample of fiscal year 2015 case files, discussed below, to determine whether dates had been properly recorded in the system, and we conducted internal logic and range checks to assess completeness and accuracy. We notified DODIG officials of data anomalies found during our review. For example, we found negative values for days in intake for six cases and discrepancies in dates between case-file documentation and database entries for 7 of 11 fiscal year 2015 non-appropriated-fund instrumentality (NAFI) civilian employee cases. DODIG made corrections to these data, which we incorporated into our analysis, as well as to fiscal year 2013 and 2014 NAFI cases. We reviewed such case-data inaccuracies against Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency (CIGIE) standards related to the accuracy of database information and Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government related to obtaining and presenting reliable information. Overall, we determined that DODIG and Office of Special Counsel data were sufficiently reliable for the purpose of our objectives. Specifically, we determined that DODIG data were reliable to report on the timeliness of DODIG cases by fiscal year and case type,
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4CIGIE was statutorily established as an independent entity within the executive branch by the Inspector General Reform Act of 2008, Pub. L. No. 110-409 (2008). Comprising inspectors general, CIGIE’s mission is to address integrity, economy, and effectiveness issues that transcend individual government agencies and aid in the establishment of a professional, well-trained, and highly skilled workforce in the offices of inspectors general. Quality Standards for Investigations as defined by CIGIE include general standards relating to investigator independence and due professional care, such as the thoroughness, impartiality, objectivity, and timeliness of the investigation and whether the documentation is accurate and complete. CIGIE’s qualitative standards relate to how the investigation is planned, executed, and reported as well as how the investigative information is managed. See Council of the Inspectors General on Integrity and Efficiency, Quality Standards for Investigations (Nov. 15, 2011).

including case-length mean, median, and range; case disposition, including cases declined, dismissed, withdrawn, and investigated, whether substantiated or not substantiated; case outcomes; and other case characteristics, including the number and type of personnel actions reported. Office of Special Counsel data were determined to be sufficiently reliable for limited uses, including the case-length average and median, and range of cases that went through some degree of investigation and were not closed in the Office of Special Counsel's complaints examining unit and did not go through the Office of Special Counsel's alternative dispute-resolution process.

To identify factors affecting case timeliness and assess DODIG’s steps to improve timeliness, we reviewed documentation pertaining to DODIG and Office of Special Counsel investigations and case management and interviewed cognizant agency officials. We also interviewed the four supervisory investigators of investigative teams, and conducted semistructured interviews with the 24 investigators who collectively are responsible for conducting civilian and contractor investigations. We analyzed the results of the semistructured interviews both quantitatively and qualitatively—as described below. We also compared DODIG’s completed and planned efforts to improve the timeliness of its investigations against DOD guidance related to manpower management,6 CIGIE standards related to workload data,7 and Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government related to the importance of information to oversight bodies.8

To determine the extent to which DODIG has established processes to ensure that whistleblower reprisal cases are handled independently and thoroughly, we reviewed DODIG investigative policies, processes, practices, guidance, and quality-assurance mechanisms and safeguards pertaining to investigative independence and thoroughness against relevant statutes, CIGIE standards on independence and thoroughness,9 and federal internal control standards related to control activities and

6DOD Directive 1100.4, Guidance for Manpower Management (Feb. 12, 2005).
7CIGIE, Quality Standards for Investigations.
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performance measurement. Using the case data we obtained to assess timeliness from fiscal years 2013 through 2015, we also selected a stratified random sample of 187 case files from the population of 409 civilian and contractor whistleblower reprisal cases that were closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015, from October 1, 2014, through September 30, 2015. We chose to review cases from this period as they constituted the most recent and complete year of data available and would most accurately reflect the extent to which DODIG’s cases were thorough. We stratified the population into 12 strata according to employee type and disposition. We randomly selected cases within 3 of the 12 strata and selected all cases with certainty from the remaining 9 strata as shown in table 5 below. Specifically, we calculated a sample size for stratum 1 (civilian dismissed cases where DODIG declined to take action) to achieve a desired precision of plus or minus 13 percentage points. We calculated the sample size for strata 8 and 9 (contractor dismissed cases) to achieve a desired precision of plus or minus 10 percentage points or fewer. We reviewed all investigated cases. As a result, data collected from our case-file review and presented in this report involving investigated cases do not have a sampling error.

During the course of our review, we removed 9 out-of-scope cases, reducing the original sample size from 187 to 178. These cases included 8 cases involving complainants that were military servicemembers and 1 case involving a contractor employee that was a duplicate case. These removals did not materially affect the confidence intervals of our sample and were not replaced because they all occurred in strata where we selected all of the cases for review. We also identified and replaced one case that would have required significant work on the part of DODIG in order to obtain approval to release classified case data. Table 5 describes the 12 strata by adjusted population and sample size.

\[10\text{GAO-14-704G.}\]
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Table 5: Description of Stratification of GAO Sample by Adjusted Population and Sample Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stratum</th>
<th>Population size</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>01 - Civilian—Dismissed as &quot;Declined to take action&quot;</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>02 - Civilian—Dismissed as &quot;No Action Required&quot;</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>03 - Civilian—Withdrawn</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>04 - Civilian—Investigated</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>05 - Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality—Civilian</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06 - Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality—Civilian Withdrawn</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>07 - Intelligence—Presidential Policy Directive 19</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>08 - Contractor—Dismissed as &quot;Declined to take action&quot;</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>09 - Contractor—Dismissed as &quot;No Action Required&quot;</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 - Contractor—Withdrawn</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 - Contractor—Investigated</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 - Civilian—Oversight</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>400</strong></td>
<td><strong>178</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense Inspector General (DODIG) data.

Because we followed a probability procedure based on random selections, our sample is only one of a large number of samples that we might have drawn. Since each sample could have provided different estimates, we express our confidence in the precision of our particular sample’s results as a 95 percent confidence interval (e.g., plus or minus 7 percentage points). This is the interval that would contain the actual population value for 95 percent of the samples we could have drawn. As a result, we are 95 percent confident that each of the confidence intervals in this report will include the true values in the study population. All percentage estimates in this report have a margin of error of plus or minus 7 percentage points at the 95 percent confidence level.

To conduct the case-file review, we developed and used a data-collection instrument to capture information regarding general case characteristics, the reliability of database information, and the presence of information and documentation required by law,\(^\text{11}\) regulations,\(^\text{12}\)

---

\(^{11}\) See, for example, the 180-day requirement in 10 U.S.C. § 2409(b)(2)(A)(B).

\(^{12}\) See Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation, Subpart 203.9, *Whistleblower Protections for Contractor Employees* (Revised Apr. 28, 2014), which implements 10 U.S.C. § 2409. For example, it requires, among other things, that DODIG notify the complainant, the contractor alleged to have committed the violation, and the head of the agency if a complaint will be investigated and then provide these parties with a written report of findings.
policy,\textsuperscript{13} and best practices such as standards for investigations established by CIGIE.\textsuperscript{14} Core elements of this instrument were shared with DODIG officials to ensure alignment with the policies and practices in place during the cases’ period of investigation, and we incorporated their feedback into our instrument before commencing the file review. These core elements represented individual documents and data elements, and sometimes comprised multiple documents. Examples of elements in our review that represent key data in DODIG’s database, demonstrate compliance with statute, or constitute documentation of key steps of the investigative, case-management, and oversight processes include the following:

\begin{itemize}
  \item case open date;
  \item case close date;
  \item protected disclosures;
  \item personnel actions;
  \item incoming complaints;
  \item intake worksheet;
  \item investigation plan;
  \item interview documentation or recording;
  \item report of investigation;
  \item internal closure memorandums;
  \item closure letters to complainants, subjects, and responsible management officials;
  \item internal controls checklist;
  \item corrective-action documentation;
  \item report reviews and approvals, including management, quality-assurance, and General Counsel;
  \item key correspondence, including between DODIG and the complainant, for contractor cases exceeding 180 days;
  \item oversight worksheet (oversight reviews); and
\end{itemize}


\textsuperscript{14}CIGIE, \textit{Quality Standards for Investigations}.
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- oversight approval memorandum (oversight reviews).

To validate the data-collection instrument and ensure consistency in its application, we developed and used standard operating procedures to review a test sample of 16 case files that were selected randomly from each stratum to ensure that each stratum of the full random sample was tested at least once. We adjusted the relevant case-file elements for each case based on its stratum and circumstances (e.g., by not looking for certain elements for withdrawn cases) and captured responses in our data-collection instrument accordingly. To ensure the reliability of the results of the full case-file review, two analysts reviewed each case file and coded for the presence of required information using the data-collection instrument, with one analyst conducting the initial coding and the second analyst reviewing the first analyst’s work. In the event that disagreement between the two analysts occurred, the analysts discussed and resolved the disagreement by identifying and reviewing supporting database information or documentation, and obtained the input of a third analyst, if necessary, until a final resolution was made. We did not question DODIG’s judgment in these cases. We generalized the results of our sample to the population of 400 in-scope cases closed in fiscal year 2015 with a margin of error of plus or minus 7 percentage points or fewer.\(^{15}\)

To assess the implementation of DODIG independence and thoroughness policies, and to identify supplementary investigative and case-management practices, we interviewed the 24 investigators and four supervisory investigators responsible for conducting civilian and contractor investigations, as well as whistleblower reprisal investigations unit management. To interview the 24 investigators, we used a standardized semistructured interview questionnaire. As part of the questionnaire’s development, a survey specialist helped develop the questionnaire, and another survey specialist provided independent feedback on the questionnaire to ensure that content necessary to understand the questions was included and that the questions could be answered accurately and completely. To minimize errors that might occur from respondents interpreting our questions differently than we intended, we pretested our questionnaire with four investigators (including one senior investigator) to ensure the clarity and reasonableness of the questions. During the pretests, conducted in person and by phone, we

\(^{15}\)We reviewed all investigated cases. As a result, investigations data in this report do not have a sampling error.
read the instructions and each question out loud to the interviewees and asked them to tell us whether (1) the instructions and questions were clear and unambiguous, (2) the terms we used were accurate, and (3) they could offer a potential solution to any problems identified. We noted any potential problems and modified the questionnaire based on the feedback received from the reviewers and pretests as appropriate.

We conducted interviews between September 12, 2016, and October 20, 2016. We interviewed all 24 investigators assigned to investigative teams, for a response rate of 100 percent. Each interview was conducted by at least two analysts, who then discussed interview responses to ensure consistency in their interpretation. Because we collected data from every investigator there was no sampling error. However, the practical difficulties of conducting any semistructured interview may introduce errors, commonly referred to as nonsampling errors. For example, differences in how a particular question is interpreted, the sources of information available to interviewees, how the responses were processed and analyzed, or the types of people who do not respond can influence the accuracy of the survey results. We took steps in the development of the interview questionnaire, the data collection, and the data analysis to minimize these nonsampling errors and help ensure the accuracy of the answers that were obtained. For example, a social-science survey specialist designed the questionnaire, in collaboration with analysts having subject-matter expertise. Then, as noted earlier, the draft questionnaire was pretested to ensure that questions were relevant, clearly stated, and easy to comprehend. The questionnaire was also reviewed by another specialist with expertise in survey development, as mentioned above.

We calculated the frequency of responses to our bounded questions and performed content analysis on the open-ended questions to identify common themes from across the responses and to determine their frequencies. To perform these analyses, data were manually extracted from the questionnaires into a computer program, and data-entry accuracy was verified. The quantitative analysis was performed in this program by one analyst and independently reviewed by another analyst. For the qualitative analysis, a standard coding scheme was developed to identify common themes and determine their frequencies. We also used professional judgment to identify other themes that did not meet the chosen quantitative threshold, but were determined to be important based on our review of case files, discussions with DODIG management, and review of guidance and relevant standards. This analysis was conducted by one analyst and independently reviewed by another analyst. The pair
of analysts then discussed any discrepancies in their coding until they reached a consensus.

A selection of key survey questions whose results are described in this report are listed below.

- Have you received training during your time as a whistleblower reprisal investigations unit investigator? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No.”)
- (If yes, we asked a series of questions regarding training on the case-management system, the various civilian and contractor whistleblower statutes, CIGIE standards, federal ethics laws, conflicts of interest, and independence, among other topics. The following question is an example of the typical wording of those questions.) Have you ever received training on the case management system? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No.”)
  - (If yes) Was this training mandatory?
  - How frequently have you received this training?
  - How was it delivered?
- Do you have an individual development plan? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No.”)
  - (If yes) How do you identify training to include in your plan?
  - Is your plan updated?
    - (If yes) How often?
  - Is your plan tracked to ensure that training has been completed?
    - (If yes) Who is responsible for tracking it?
- Would a standardized training curriculum with material specific to your core responsibilities as a whistleblower reprisal investigations unit investigator help you execute your responsibilities as an investigator? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No.”)
  - (If yes) Why?’ (If no) Why not?
- During intake, do you document any information from the intake interview with the complainant in the case-management system? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No.”)
  - (If yes) How is this information documented?
- In your opinion, is it generally feasible to complete contractor investigations within 180 days? (This question was repeated for
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civilian investigations within 240 days.) (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No,” “Don’t Know.”)

- (If yes) Why do you think it is feasible?
- (If no) Why do you think it is not feasible?

- Are there factors that have typically contributed to any delays you’ve encountered in meeting investigative time frames? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No,” “Don’t Know,” “No delays.”)
  - (If yes) What are the factors?
  - As an investigation unfolds, how often, if at all, do investigative planning roundtables occur? (This question was repeated for five other types of roundtables.)
    - Who typically attends investigative planning roundtables?
  - Have you ever observed bias by another investigator, supervisory investigator, whistleblower reprisal investigations unit management, or other staff involved in the investigative or review processes? (Interviewer recorded: “Yes,” “No,” “Don’t Know.”)
    - (If yes) Please provide an example of bias without identifying the individuals involved.
  - In your opinion, what, if anything, could be done to improve the handling of whistleblower reprisal investigations for DOD civilians and contractors?

Separately, we also reviewed training materials, guidance, and requirements for DODIG investigators and attended three DODIG Administrative Investigations training symposia, which included sessions on recent developments in whistleblower reprisal investigations, investigator competencies, hotline best practices, and protecting investigative source identities. During the course of our semistructured interviews, we also discussed training practices, requirements, and experiences with the 24 investigators responsible for conducting investigations, and separately discussed these same topics and other key survey questions with the four supervisory investigators responsible for supervising the investigative teams.

To determine the extent to which DODIG has conducted oversight of civilian reprisal cases handled by the defense intelligence components, we assessed DODIG, National Security Agency IG, and Defense Intelligence Agency IG oversight policies, processes, practices, and
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guidance against DOD policy that implements Presidential Policy Directive 19 (PPD-19)\(^{16}\) and governs the whistleblower reprisal case oversight process.\(^{17}\) We also reviewed the four investigations completed by the defense intelligence components—specifically, the National Security Agency and Defense Intelligence Agency—in fiscal year 2015 and submitted to DODIG for review; and interviewed cognizant officials from DODIG, the National Security Agency IG, and the Defense Intelligence Agency IG to discuss existing oversight practices and to obtain relevant perspectives on the requirements for case oversight articulated by DOD policy.

To determine the extent to which DODIG has developed performance measures to assess the timeliness and quality of its investigations, we reviewed documentation including quarterly briefing materials, annual reports, and internal control processes and checklists, and interviewed DODIG officials, to identify timeliness and quality performance measures for investigations and oversight reviews that have been variably used by DODIG since fiscal year 2013. We compared this information to federal internal control standards related to performance assessment, including standards related to defining measures for assessing an entity’s performance in achieving quantitative and qualitative objectives.\(^{18}\) DODIG defined timeliness measures for fiscal year 2017 in April 2017 but it had not identified quality performance measures for fiscal year 2017 as of that time. As a result, we assessed DODIG’s fiscal year 2017 timeliness measures against 10 key attributes of successful measures identified in our prior work, including clarity, measurable targets, and baseline and

---


\(^{18}\)GAO-14-704G.
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trend data. To perform this analysis, two analysts each used a scorecard methodology to review the selected measures and determine whether the measures “addressed,” “partially addressed,” or “did not address” the attributes. We scored an attribute as “addressed” if all aspects of an attribute were addressed; “partially addressed” if some, but not all, aspects of an attribute were addressed; and “not addressed” if the measure did not address any aspects of an attribute. To reconcile disagreements, the two analysts discussed and resolved the differences with the input of a third analyst, as necessary.

We conducted this performance audit from February 2016 to September 2017 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

See GAO, Tax Administration: IRS Needs to Further Refine Its Tax Filing Season Performance Measures, GAO-03-143 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 22, 2002) for a description of how we developed the attributes. In GAO-03-143, we identified attributes of performance measures from various sources, such as earlier GAO work, Office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-11, the Government Performance and Results Act of 1993, the Internal Revenue Service’s handbook on Managing Statistics in a Balanced Measures System, and various sources of performance management literature. In addition, we drew on previous GAO work including GPRA Performance Reports, GAO/GGD-96-66R (Washington, D.C.: Feb. 14, 1996) and The Results Act: An Evaluator’s Guide to Assessing Agency Annual Performance Plans, GAO/GGD-10.1.20 (Washington, D.C.: April 1998). Further, we identified important key attributes of performance measures in GAO, Defense Health Care Reform: Additional Implementation Details Would Increase Transparency of DOD’s Plans and Enhance Accountability, GAO-14-49 (Washington, D.C.: Nov. 6, 2013). Our 10 attributes may not cover all the attributes of successful performance measures; however, we believe these are some of the most important. Weaknesses identified in a particular attribute do not, in and of themselves, mean that a measure is ineffective or meaningless. Instead, weaknesses identified should be considered as areas for further refinement.
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This appendix provides information on the characteristics of civilian and contractor or subcontractor whistleblower reprisal cases based on our analysis of fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 case data from the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) case-management system and our review of a sample of 178 cases closed from October 1, 2014, through September 30, 2015.

Case Dispositions for Complaints Closed in Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015

The majority of civilian and contractor and subcontractor complaints closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015—1,094 of 1,197, or about 91 percent—were closed without investigation, while 103, or about 9 percent, were fully investigated. Specifically, DODIG closed 29 fully investigated cases in fiscal year 2013, 42 fully investigated cases in fiscal year 2014, and 32 fully investigated cases in fiscal year 2015.

Our analysis of data from DODIG’s case-management system showed that the overall number of declined cases—those that do not go through the intake process—as a proportion of total closed civilian and contractor cases rose from fiscal year 2013 to fiscal year 2015. Specifically, there were 176 declined cases, or 50 percent, out of a total of 353 closed cases in fiscal year 2013; 270, or 60 percent, out of 447 in fiscal year 2014; and 243, or about 61 percent, out of 397 in fiscal year 2015. While appropriated-fund civilian complaints resulted in the most declinations for each fiscal year as, according to an official, these are generally referred to the Office of Special Counsel, DODIG also declined complaints involving non-appropriated-fund instrumentality (NAFI) civilians, contractors or subcontractors, and Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System (DCIPS) employees and any employees with eligibility for access to classified information, as discussed in our report. Figure 4

1Of the total 1,197 cases, there were 42 that were withdrawn by the complainants.
shows the percentage of cases closed in each fiscal year, by case disposition.

**Figure 4: Percentages of Civilian and Contractor Whistleblower Reprisal Cases Closed by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG), by Disposition, Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fiscal Year</th>
<th>Investigated—substantiated</th>
<th>Investigated—not substantiated</th>
<th>Dismissed</th>
<th>Withdrawn</th>
<th>Declined, appropriated-fund employees</th>
<th>Declined, non-appropriated-fund instrumentality civilians, contractors, and Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System employees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Percentages are rounded and may not add up to 100 percent.

*There was one substantiated investigation in fiscal year 2013, and 42 complaints withdrawn by the complainants across all 3 fiscal years.*

Substantiation rates of closed investigations varied by statute across the 3 fiscal years. NAFI civilian cases constituted the greatest proportion of closed investigations—44 of 103, or about 43 percent—but the highest substantiation rate was for investigations of complaints made by DOD appropriated-fund civilians. As previously noted, DODIG retains for investigation those cases involving appropriated-fund civilians that are deemed to be of interest to DODIG or to the Secretary of Defense. Table 6 shows the number of closed investigations for each covered employee group, the number of substantiated investigations, and the associated substantiation rates across the 3 fiscal years.
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Table 6: Substantiation Rates for DOD Civilian and Contractor Whistleblower Reprisal Investigations Closed by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) from Fiscal Year 2013 through 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covered employee group</th>
<th>Number of closed investigations</th>
<th>Number of substantiated investigations</th>
<th>Substantiation rate (percent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NAFI civilians</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and subgrantees</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriated-fund civilians</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCIPS employees and employees with eligibility for access to classified information</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>103</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
<td><strong>12</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- DCIPS Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System
- NAFI Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality

Source: GAO analysis of DODIG data.

Note: Percentages are rounded.

Whistleblower Reprisal Complaints Received by DODIG in Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015

In fiscal years 2013 through 2015, DODIG received a total of 1,208 complaints from appropriated-fund civilians; NAFI civilians; contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and subgrantees; and DCIPS employees or employees with eligibility for access to classified information alleging whistleblower reprisal. The majority of complaints, 666, were from appropriated-fund civilians. An additional 376 complaints came from contractors, subcontractors, grantees, and subgrantees. NAFI civilians brought 123 complaints, and the fewest complaints, 43, came from DCIPS employees or employees with eligibility for access to classified information. Figure 5 shows the percentage of whistleblower reprisal complaints received by DODIG from each covered group across the 3 fiscal years.
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Figure 5: Whistleblower Reprisal Complaints Received by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) from Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015, by Covered Employee Group

- Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System employees\(^a\)
- Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality civilians\(^b\)
- Contractor and subcontractor employees\(^c\)
- Appropriated-fund civilians

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) data.  |  GAO-17-506

Note: Percentages are rounded.

\(^a\)Defense Civilian Intelligence Personnel System employees are protected against reprisal for whistleblowing by Presidential Policy Directive 19 (Oct. 10, 2012), which also protects any employee with eligibility for access to classified information.

\(^b\)Non-appropriated-fund instrumentality civilians are protected against reprisal for whistleblowing by 10 U.S.C. § 1587.

\(^c\)Contractor and subcontractor employees are protected against reprisal for whistleblowing by 10 U.S.C. § 2409, which also protects grantee and subgrantee employees.

Of the 1,208 complaints, 758, or 63 percent, were filed by civilians and contractors or subcontractors affiliated with the military services. Among these, civilians and contractors or subcontractors affiliated with the Army made the highest number of complaints, with 304; the Air Force had 219; the Navy had 189; and the Marine Corps had 46. Defense agencies had another 203, and the rest were spread across the combatant commands, joint commands, and other entities.\(^2\) Figure 6 provides the percentages of...

\(^2\)Defense agencies generally are entities that perform a supply or service activity common to more than one military department, such as the Defense Logistics Agency. There are six geographic combatant commands and three functional combatant commands. Geographic combatant commands manage all military operations within their designated area of responsibility, while functional combatant commands have unique capabilities and operate worldwide. A joint command is any command that combines elements of two or more of the military services, such as the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center.
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civilian and contractor complaints received across all 3 fiscal years, by organization.

Figure 6: Organizational Source of Civilian and Contractor Whistleblower Reprisal Complaints Received by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG), by Percentage, Fiscal Years 2013 through 2015

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) data. | GAO-17-506
Notes: Percentages are rounded and may not add up to 100 percent.
In the data provided to us by DODIG, there was one complaint across the 3 fiscal years from a DOD organization that was recorded as unknown.
The category “Other” encompasses complainants working on assignment at a non-appropriated-fund instrumentality or a DOD contractor or subcontractor. It does not include contractors or subcontractors working at a defense component.

There are six geographic combatant commands and three functional combatant commands. Geographic combatant commands manage all military operations within their designated area of responsibility, while functional combatant commands have unique capabilities and operate worldwide. A joint command is any command that combines elements of two or more of the military services, such as the Walter Reed National Military Medical Center.

Defense agencies generally are entities that perform a supply or service activity common to more than one military department, such as the Defense Logistics Agency. See 10 U.S.C. § 101(a) (11) (A).
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Prohibited Personnel Actions Alleged by Complainants in Complaints Filed with DODIG from Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015

We also received data on the prohibited personnel actions alleged by complainants who filed whistleblower reprisal complaints in fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015. Some prohibited personnel actions are specific to certain statutes or to Presidential Policy Directive 19 (PPD-19). For example, prohibited personnel actions involving the restriction of one’s access to classified information are specific to PPD-19. Conversely, other personnel actions are common across more than one statute. For example, a change in duties or responsibilities is defined as a prohibited personnel action under both 5 U.S.C. § 2302 and 10 U.S.C. § 1587.

Our analysis of data from DODIG’s case-management system showed that the complaints received across the 3 fiscal years within our scope alleged 935 prohibited personnel actions. Of those 935, 927 were aligned with prohibited personnel actions in the DOD civilian and contractor whistleblower statutes or PPD-19. To determine the frequency of alleged prohibited personnel actions, we grouped similar actions from

---

3DODIG does not always record alleged personnel actions in the relevant case-management system data fields, especially when the complaint is declined. In addition, some complainants allege more than one personnel action has been committed against them. Thus the number of personnel actions cannot be equated to the number of received complaints.

4The remaining eight alleged prohibited personnel actions fell under the definitions of prohibited personnel actions for military complainants.
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Across all 3 fiscal years, we found that the greatest proportion of alleged prohibited personnel actions, at 24 percent, was demotion, suspension, or termination, which was mainly liked to contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee complainants. However, two indeterminate categories—unspecified and other—constituted the greatest proportion of alleged prohibited personnel actions, with about 36 percent, when combined.

Figure 7 provides the percentages of prohibited personnel actions falling under the broader categories alleged in the civilian and contractor or subcontractor whistleblower reprisal complaints received by DODIG from fiscal year 2013 through fiscal year 2015 and provided to us.

---

5We grouped the alleged prohibited personnel actions recorded in DODIG’s case-management system as follows: Position Change = (A) Appointment, promotion; (A) Detail, transfer, or reassignment; Appointment; Detail, transfer, or reassignment; Promotion; and Reemployment. Pay, Benefits, Awards, Education, Training = (A) Decision concerning pay, benefits, or awards; or concerning education/ training that may reasonably be expected to lead to an appointment, reassignment, promotion, or performance evaluation; Decision concerning pay, benefits, or awards; Decision re: education/training reasonably expected to lead to an appointment/promotion; Decisions on pay, benefits, awards, training; Education/training leading to an appointment/promotion; and Pay/benefits/awards. Demotion, Suspension, Termination = (A) Demotion, suspension, or termination; Demotion; and Discharge. Performance Evaluation = (A) Performance evaluation; Performance evaluation; and Performance evaluations. Access to Classified Information = (B) Approving any action affecting an employee’s eligibility for access; (B) Directing others to take any action affecting an employee’s eligibility for access; (B) Recommending any action affecting an employee’s eligibility for access; and (B) Taking any action affecting an employee’s eligibility for access. Significant change in job duties, responsibilities, working conditions = (A) Any other significant change in duties, responsibilities, or working conditions; Any significant change in duties, responsibilities, or working conditions; and Significant change in duties/responsibilities inconsistent with employee’s salary/grade. Disciplinary Action = Disciplinary or corrective action; Disciplinary/corrective actions; and Discipline/corrective action Detail/transfer/reassigment/Reinstatement. Other = Other; Other unfavorable action.

6Six of the 224 alleged prohibited personnel actions grouped in this broader category were linked to complaints filed by DCIPS employees or employees with eligibility for access to classified information, while the rest involved contractor or subcontractor complaints.

7DODIG officials told us that unspecified would be the best way to categorize two categories in their case-management system, those with no value and those coded none. In addition, the data included narrative descriptions of the alleged prohibited personnel actions, including those categorized as unspecified and other. In addition, the data included whether DODIG found the alleged prohibited personnel action to be covered under the related statute or PPD-19.
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Figure 7: Percentage of Alleged Prohibited Personnel Actions Received by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) from Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demotion, suspension, termination</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary action</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay, benefits, education, awards, training</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position change</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant change in job duties, responsibilities, working conditions</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance evaluation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to classified information</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) data. | GAO-17-506

Notes: Percentages are rounded.

Each of the categories encompasses a number of similarly coded personnel actions from DODIG’s case-management system. For instance, “Position change” encompasses DODIG’s codes: (A) Appointment, promotion; (A) Detail, transfer, or reassignment; Appointment; Detail, transfer, or reassignment; Promotion; and Reemployment. These actions sometimes differ due to the wording of the different statutes that protect civilians and contractors from whistleblower reprisal.

The category “Other” combines two DODIG codes, both of which denote alleged acts of reprisal: “Other” and “Other unfavorable action.”

A total of 8 out of 935 alleged prohibited personnel actions in the data provided to us were coded as reprisal actions related to military personnel reprisal cases and were not included in this analysis.
Protected Disclosures Alleged by Complainants in Cases Closed by DODIG in Fiscal Year 2015

Our review of a representative sample of 178 cases closed by DODIG in fiscal year 2015 showed that the majority of protected disclosures described in whistleblower reprisal complaints alleged a violation of law, rule, or regulation. Specifically, of 348 protected disclosures recorded in the case files we reviewed, 251 alleged a violation of law, rule, or regulation. The next largest category was a composite field we created to capture those disclosures recorded in the system that DODIG determined were not protected. This category, other/none/not determined to be a protected disclosure, included 41 disclosures. Table 7 provides the estimated percentages of alleged protected disclosures for all cases closed in fiscal year 2015, based on our sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Protected Disclosure</th>
<th>Estimated Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violation of rule/law/regulation</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mismanagement / Gross mismanagement</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gross waste of funds</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abuse of authority</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danger to public health/safety</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaliation for exercise of appeal, complaint, or grievance</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaliation for lawful participation in an investigation</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaliation for cooperating with or disclosing information to an Inspector General</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaliation for refusing to obey an order that would require a violation of law</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other/none/not determined to be a protected disclosure</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some case files we reviewed contained data on more than one protected disclosure while others had no protected disclosures recorded in DODIG’s case-management system, and thus the total number of disclosures is not coincident with the number of cases in our sample.
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Source: GAO analysis of DODIG data.

Notes: The estimated percentages for all disclosures alleged in fiscal year 2015 are subject to a margin of error of no more than 6 percent at the 95 percent confidence level. Percentages are rounded and may not add up to 100 percent.

The recipients of the protected disclosures in our sample of closed cases from fiscal year 2015 varied somewhat due to differences in the statutes and PPD-19. For instance, 10 U.S.C. §1587 states that NAFI civilians can disclose whistleblowing to anyone and to any civilian employee or member of the armed forces designated by law or by the Secretary of Defense to receive disclosures, which together accounted for 75 of 79 NAFI disclosure recipients in our sample. Table 8 provides estimated percentages of the recipients of protected disclosures for all cases closed in fiscal year 2015, based on our sample.

910 U.S.C. § 1587 (b) (2). We coded the remaining four recipients as other, none, or not determined to be a protected disclosure.
### Table 8: Estimated Percentage of Protected Disclosures in Whistleblower Reprisal Cases Closed by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) in Fiscal Year 2015, by Recipient

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recipient of protected disclosure</th>
<th>Estimated percentage</th>
<th>Recipient of protected disclosure</th>
<th>Estimated percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>An Inspector General</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>A member of Congress or a representative of a committee of Congress (10 U.S.C. § 2409)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAO</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>Director of National Intelligence (PPD-19)</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authorized Department of Justice official or other law enforcement agency</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Office of Inspector General (DIA or NSA) (PPD-19)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Court or grand jury</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Inspector General of the Intelligence Community (PPD-19)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office of Special Counsel</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Supervisor in employee’s direct chain of command</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anyone (10 U.S.C. § 1587(b))</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>An employee designated by any of the officials under PPD-19 for the purpose of receiving protected disclosures (PPD-19)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Any civilian employee or member of the armed forces designated by law or by the Secretary of Defense to receive disclosures (10 U.S.C. § 1587(b)(2))</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Others designated by agency</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee of DOD as applicable; responsible for contract oversight or management (10 U.S.C. § 2409)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Other/none/not determined to be protected disclosure</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A management official or employee of the contractor or subcontractor who has responsibility to investigate, discover, or address misconduct (10 U.S.C. § 2409)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Legend:
- DIA: Defense Intelligence Agency
- NSA: National Security Agency

Source: GAO analysis of DODIG data. | GAO-17-506

Notes: The estimates for all disclosures recipients in fiscal year 2015 are subject to a margin of error of no more than 6 percent at the 95 percent confidence level. Percentages are rounded and may not add up to 100 percent.
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Brenda S. Farrell, Director
Defense Capabilities and Management
U.S. Government Accountability Office
441 G. Street, NW
Washington, DC 20548

Dear Ms. Farrell:

Thank you for providing us the opportunity to respond to the GAO Draft Report, GAO-17-506, "Whistleblower Protection: Opportunities Exist for DOD to Improve the Timeliness and quality of Civilian and Contractor Reprisal Investigations," dated August 11, 2017 (GAO Code 100647).

The DoD Office of Inspector General (DoD OIG) takes very seriously our responsibility for leading and overseeing the whistleblower protection program for the Department of Defense, and we are always seeking ways to improve it. Whistleblowers perform an important public service, often at great professional and personal risk, by exposing fraud, waste, and abuse within the programs and operations of the DoD, and we remain committed to conducting timely and thorough investigations of whistleblower reprisal complaints.

We are pleased that the GAO report recognized the substantial improvements the DoD OIG has made during the period of FY13 through FY15, which was the time period covered by the GAO’s review. We also agree that opportunities exist for continued improvement and we appreciate the GAO recommendations to further improve the DoD OIG’s overall performance. The DoD OIG concurs with the recommendations. Detailed responses to each recommendation are enclosed.

It is also important to note that the draft report findings represent a snapshot in time from FY13 through FY15, and does not reflect all of the improvements the DoD OIG has made to date.

With regard to these improvements, the report certainly documented many of them. For example, it noted that the DoD OIG reduced the average length of all closed intakes, investigations, and oversights for civilian and contractor reprisal complaints during the 3-year period under review. For investigations alone, the DoD OIG cut the average length of investigations by 20 percent (99 days), from 505 days in FY13 to 406 days in FY15. The DoD OIG also decreased the median length of our investigations by 34 percent (170 days), from 303 days in FY13 to 333 days in FY15. For intakes, the DoD OIG reduced the average length by 22 percent (13 days), from 62 days in FY13 to 49 days in FY15. For oversights, the DoD OIG cut the average length by 25 percent (8 days), from 32 days in FY13 to 24 days in FY15.
The GAO report also recognized that the DoD OIG achieved these gains despite an increasing caseload. Between FY10 and FY16, the reprisal complaints that the DoD OIG received, across all applicable statutes, grew from 618 to 1,595 -- an increase of 158 percent. The number of reprisal complaints the DoD OIG closed during this period rose as well, from 633 in FY10 to 1,494 in FY16 -- an increase of 136 percent. The DoD OIG achieved this, in part, by implementing efficiencies in policies and procedures for conducting intakes, investigations and oversights, and also by hiring more staff to handle complaints.

In addition, the GAO report noted other improvements the DoD OIG has made. It acknowledged we established processes to help ensure the independence and thoroughness of the cases the DoD OIG handles, such as the staff recusal process we implemented as well as the investigative, quality assurance, and internal controls processes we developed, respectively. It also detailed the training program we established to enhance professional development and to support organizational goals related to standardized processes and efficient operations. It further lauded the establishment of our timeliness performance measures as demonstrating key attributes of success. Lastly, it recognized a host of other enhancements we made to our program as follows:

- Improving our data collection for NAFI cases,
- Reporting timeliness statistics for military investigations to Congress,
- Modifying our case management system to include new milestones and automated alerts to help ensure compliance with statutory notification requirements,
- Developing templates for reports of investigation and routine correspondence,
- Prioritizing investigations involving allegations of reprisal by senior officials,
- Dedicating an investigative team to handle complaints related to reporting sexual assault,
- Assessing our personnel requirements in support of our FY18 budget request for additional personnel, and
- Overseeing DCIPS cases and coordinating with Defense component IGs in relation to oversight requirements.

We recognize, however, that further improvements are needed in these and other areas, and we are working hard to implement these improvements. For example, as the GAO noted, the DoD OIG recently initiated a new alternative dispute resolution (ADR) program for reprisal cases. We have begun to implement this program by hiring three ADR attorneys dedicated to resolving certain reprisal complaints through facilitating voluntary settlement negotiations between complainants and subjects. We expect that this new initiative will help reduce the cost and time for resolving civilian and contractor whistleblower cases, and it will allow our limited investigative resources to be allocated to completing investigations in a timely manner.

In addition, the DoD OIG made other improvements beyond those identified in the draft report. For example, we have continued to emphasize the importance of procedures for investigative personnel to report any perceived wrongdoing, the need for investigative work to be free from improper bias, and the need for independence in reprisal investigations. On March 23, 2017, we held two separate sessions (one for non-supervisors and one for first-line supervisors) facilitated by the DoD Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman, covering the topic of how to
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report perceived internal wrongdoing and procedures for ensuring confidentiality in such reporting. Additionally, as part of our May 17, 2017, Administrative Investigations Training Symposium, we conducted a session on “Implicit Bias,” attended by participants from the DoD OIG, as well as other OIGs from the DoD and the Intelligence Community OIG.

In October 2016, we further streamlined our oversight review process to make additional timeliness improvements. As a direct result, we reduced the average length of oversight reviews from 16 days in the first quarter of FY17 to an average of 3 days in the third quarter of FY17.

In addition, as stated above, the GAO report notes the DoD OIG’s increasing whistleblower reprisal caseload. Because of this increase in cases, we have recently authorized our Administrative Investigations unit to hire an additional 21 staff members to address this increasing caseload and to help further reduce our timelines.

We believe the efforts we have taken, described in the GAO report, and also in this response, demonstrate our commitment to this program. We will continue to seek improvements in this important and challenging responsibility.

Sincerely,

Glenn A. Fine

Enclosure:
As stated
Enclosure

RESPONSE TO GAO DRAFT REPORT, GAO-17-506,
"WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION: Opportunities Exist for DOD to Improve the
Timeliness and Quality of Civilian and Contractor Retaliation Investigations,"
DATED SEPTEMBER 2017
(GAO CODE 100647)

RECOMMENDATION 1: The DoD Inspector General should assess the feasibility of
collecting additional workload data, such as the amount of direct and indirect labor hours
associated with each case, and including such data into future personnel requirements
assessments, as appropriate.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. The DoD OIG will assess the feasibility of collecting
additional workload data. However, this poses a challenge in the administrative investigations
area, where investigators handle many matters and intakes at any one time – unlike criminal
investigators and auditors who normally work one or a few cases at a time. We are also
interested in reviewing how any comparable units, within CIGIE or elsewhere, account for their
time in comparable circumstances, and we will seek to examine their processes in this
assessment.

RECOMMENDATION 2: The DoD Inspector General should report regularly to Congress on
the timeliness of civilian and contractor investigations, including those contractor and
subcontractor cases exceeding the 180-day timeliness requirement.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. We agree with the benefit of providing regular reports to
Congress on the timeliness of civilian and contractor investigations. We have provided this
information to Congress semiannually with regard to military investigations, as a result of a
prior GAO recommendation. We will expand these submissions to Congress to include civilian
and contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee cases, beginning in the fall of 2017.

RECOMMENDATION 3: The DoD Inspector General should implement a process to
document employee recusals and impairments to independence and incorporate such
information into an aggregate-level evaluation of threats to DoD OIG’s independence.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. The DoD OIG will update the Al Investigations Manual to
include a process for documenting recusals and will incorporate such information into an
aggregate-level evaluation of threats to DoD OIG’s independence. The DoD OIG will post the
revised Manual on its public website and provide a copy to the GAO when completed.

RECOMMENDATION 4: The DoD Inspector General should establish and clearly
communicate a declination policy for non-discretionary cases in the Al Investigations Manual or
other guidance, and align this policy with the intake policy.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. The DoD OIG will update the Al Investigations Manual to
include a declination policy for non-discretionary cases as part of its intake policy. The DoD
OIG will post the revised Manual on its public website and provide a copy to the GAO when
completed.
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RECOMMENDATION 5: The DoD Inspector General should revise the existing internal controls checklist to include all key file documentation and required investigative events.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. The DoD OIG will revise its internal controls checklist and provide a copy to the GAO when completed.

RECOMMENDATION 6: The DoD Inspector General should work in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, and the inspectors general of the defense intelligence components to establish a process to fully implement the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 so that DoD OIG (1) receives notifications of all allegations received by the components, (2) reviews all component determinations to not investigate allegations, and (3) reviews all investigations conducted by the components.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. The DoD OIG believes that the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 apply to the entire DoD, including the four DoD intelligence component IGs. While those IGs have specific responsibilities within their intelligence organizations, we agree that they are part of the larger DoD and are therefore subject to department-wide duties, responsibilities, and authorities specified in DoD Directives and regulations, including the one cited in this recommendation. We will work in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, and the IGs of the defense intelligence components to seek to implement this recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION 7: The DoD Inspector General should develop quality performance measures and enhance existing timeliness measures to reflect key attributes of successful performance measures. At a minimum, these measures should be clear, quantifiable, and objective, and they should include a baseline assessment of current performance.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur. The GAO recognized that the DoD OIG developed six performance measures to track timeliness and found that they met many of the key attributes the GAO believes are necessary for success. Nevertheless, we will examine our performance measures in light of this GAO recommendation. However, the DoD OIG is unaware of any other OIG in the CIGIE community that has created performance measures of the kind suggested by the GAO to assess the quality of investigations. Moreover, during GAO’s review, we asked the GAO to provide any examples of quality performance measures used by any other investigative agency, including CIGIE OIGs or the GAO’s own investigative unit, which address the intent of the GAO’s recommendation, and the GAO has yet to provide them to us. We will continue to examine this issue, in consultation with CIGIE, to determine whether better or additional performance measures can be implemented in response to this recommendation.
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Appendix V: Accessible Data

**Data Tables**

**Data Table for Figure 2: Case Length of Whistleblower Reprisal Investigations Closed by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG), by DOD Covered Employee Group, Fiscal Years 2013–2015**

**FY 2013**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BY STATUTE</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>MEDIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1587</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>664</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>476</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2409</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>1847</td>
<td>568</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG ACT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>541</td>
<td>554</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FY 2014**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BY STATUTE</th>
<th>NUMBER</th>
<th>MIN</th>
<th>MAX</th>
<th>MEAN</th>
<th>MEDIAN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1587</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>967</td>
<td>476</td>
<td>397</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2409</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>954</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>587</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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#### Data Table for Figure 4: Percentages of Civilian and Contractor Whistleblower Reprisal Cases Closed by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG), by Disposition, Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FY</th>
<th>Declined NFIC, Contractors, DCIPS employees</th>
<th>Declined appropriated fund employees</th>
<th>Dismissed</th>
<th>Withdrawn</th>
<th>Investigated – not substantiated</th>
<th>Investigated – substantiated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Data Table for Figure 5: Whistleblower Reprisal Complaints Received by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) from Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015, by Covered Employee Group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Covered Employee Group</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DCIPS employees</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAFI civilians</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contractors</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appropriated fund civilians</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Data Table for Figure 6: Organizational Source of Civilian and Contractor Whistleblower Reprisal Complaints Received by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG), by Percentage, Fiscal Years 2013 through 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combatant or joint command</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marine Corps</td>
<td>4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navy</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Defense Agency</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Army</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Table for Figure 7: Percentage of Alleged Prohibited Personnel Actions Received by the Department of Defense Office of Inspector General (DODIG) from Fiscal Year 2013 through Fiscal Year 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demotion, suspension, termination</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unspecified</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>16%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disciplinary action</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pay, benefits, education, awards, training</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Position change</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significant change in job duties, responsibilities, working conditions</td>
<td>6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance evaluation</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access to classified information</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Brenda S. Farrell, Director

Defense Capabilities and Management

U.S. Government Accountability Office 441 G. Street, NW

Washington, DC 20548 Dear Ms. Farrell:
Thank you for providing us the opportunity to respond to the GAO Draft Report, GAO-17-506, "Whistleblower Protection: Opportunities Exist for DOD to Improve the Timeliness and Quality of Civilian and Contractor Reprisal Investigations," dated August 11, 2017 (GAO Code 100647).

The DoD Office of Inspector General (DoD OIG) takes very seriously our responsibility for leading and overseeing the whistleblower protection program for the Department of Defense and we are always seeking ways to improve it. Whistleblowers perform an important public service, often at great professional and personal risk, by exposing fraud, waste, and abuse within the programs and operations of the DoD, and we remain committed to conducting timely and thorough investigations of whistleblower reprisal complaints.

We are pleased that the GAO report recognized the substantial improvements the DoD OIG has made during the period of FY13 through FY15, which was the time period covered by the GAO’s review. We also agree that opportunities exist for continued improvement and we appreciate the GAO recommendations to further improve the DoD OIG’s overall performance. The DoD OIG concurs with the recommendations. Detailed responses to each recommendation are enclosed.

It is also important to note that the draft report findings represents a snapshot in time from FY13 through FY15, and does not reflect all of the improvements the DoD OIG has made to date.

With regard to these improvements, the report certainly documented many of them. For example, it noted that the DoD OIG reduced the average length of all closed intakes, investigations, and oversights for civilian and contractor reprisal complaints during the 3-year period under review. For investigations alone, the DoD OIG cut the average length of investigations by 20 percent (99 days), from 505 days in FY13 to 406 days in FY15. The DoD OIG also decreased the median length of our investigations by 34 percent (170 days), from 503 days in FY13 to 333 days in FY15. For intakes, the DoD OIG reduced the average length by 22 percent (13 days), from 62 days in FY13 to 49 days in FY15. For oversights, the DoD OIG cut the average length by 25 percent (8 days), from 32 days in FY13 to 24 days in FY15.

The GAO report also recognized that the DoD OIG achieved these gains despite an increasing caseload. Between FY10 and FY16, the reprisal
complaints that the DoD OIG received, across all applicable statutes, grew from 618 to 1,595 -- an increase of 158 percent. The number of reprisal complaints the DoD OIG closed during this period rose as well, from 633 in FY10 to 1,494 in FY 16 -- an increase of 136 percent. The DoD OIG achieved this, in part, by implementing efficiencies in policies and procedures for conducting intakes, investigations and oversights, and also by hiring more staff to handle complaints.

In addition, the GAO report noted other improvements the DoD OIG has made. It acknowledged we established processes to help ensure the independence and thoroughness of the cases the DoD OIG handles, such as the staff recusal process we implemented as well as the investigative, quality assurance, and internal controls processes we developed, respectively. It also detailed the training program we established to enhance professional development and to support organizational goals related to standardized processes and efficient operations. It further lauded the establishment of our timeliness performance measures as demonstrating key attributes of success. Lastly, it recognized a host of other enhancements we made to our program as follows:

- Improving our data collection for NAFI cases,
- Reporting timeliness statistics for military investigations to Congress,
- Modifying our case management system to include new milestones and automated alerts to help ensure compliance with statutory notification requirements,
- Developing templates for reports of investigation and routine correspondence,
- Prioritizing investigations involving allegations of reprisal by senior officials,
- Dedicating an investigative team to handle complaints related to reporting sexual assault,
- Assessing our personnel requirements in support of our FY18 budget request for additional personnel, and
- Overseeing DCIPS cases and coordinating with Defense component IGs in relation to oversight requirements.

We recognize, however, that further improvements are needed in these and other areas, and we are working hard to implement these improvements. For example, as the GAO noted, the DoD OIG recently
initiated a new alternative dispute resolution (ADR) program for reprisal cases. We have begun to implement this program by hiring three ADR attorneys dedicated to resolving certain reprisal complaints through facilitating voluntary settlement negotiations between complainants and subjects. We expect that this new initiative will help reduce the cost and time for resolving civilian and contractor whistleblower cases, and it will allow our limited investigative resources to be allocated to completing investigations in a timely manner.

In addition, the DoD OIG made other improvements beyond those identified in the draft report. For example, we have continued to emphasize the importance of procedures for investigative personnel to report any perceived wrongdoing, the need for investigative work to be free from improper bias, and the need for independence in reprisal investigations. On March 23, 2017, we held two separate sessions (one for non-supervisors and one for first-line supervisors) facilitated by the DoD Whistleblower Protection Ombudsman, covering the topic of how to report perceived internal wrongdoing and procedures for ensuing confidentiality in such reporting. Additionally, as part of our May 17, 2017, Administrative Investigations Training Symposium, we conducted a session on "Implicit Bias," attended by participants from the DoD OIG, as well as other OIGs from the DoD and the Intelligence Community OIG.

In October 2016, we further streamlined our oversight review process to make additional timeliness improvements. As a direct result, we reduced the average length of oversight reviews from 16 days in the first quarter of FYI 7 to an average of 3 days in the third quarter of FYI 7.

In addition, as stated above, the GAO report notes the DoD OIG’s increasing whistleblower reprisal caseload. Because of this increase in cases, we have recently authorized our Administrative Investigations unit to hire an additional 21 staff members to address this increasing caseload and to help further reduce our timelines.

We believe the efforts we have taken, described in the GAO report, also in this response, demonstrate our commitment to this program. We will continue to seek improvements. in this important and challenging responsibility.
Sincerely,

Glenn A. Fine

Enclosure: As stated
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RESPONSE TO GAO DRAFT REPORT, GAO-17-506, "WHISTLEBLOWER PROTECTION: Opportunities Exist for DOD to Improve the Timeliness and Quality of Civilian and Contractor Reprisal Investigations,"

DATED SEPTEMBER 2017

(GAO CODE 100647)

RECOMMENDATION 1:

The DoD Inspector General should assess the feasibility of collecting additional workload data, such as the amount of direct and indirect labor hours associated with each case, and including such data into future personnel requirements assessments, as appropriate.

DoD OIG RE/ SP ONSE: Concur.

The DoD OIG will assess the feasibility of collecting additional workload data. However, this poses a challenge in the administrative investigations area, where investigators handle many matters and intakes at any one time - unlike criminal investigators and auditors who normally work one or a few cases at a time. We are also interested in reviewing how any comparable units, within CIGIE or elsewhere, account for their time in comparable circumstances, and we will seek to examine their processes in this assessment.

RECOMMENDATION 2:

The DoD Inspector General should report regularly to Congress on the timeliness of civilian and contractor investigations, including those contractor and subcontractor cases exceeding the 180-day timeliness requirement.
DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur.

We agree with the benefit of providing regular reports to Congress on the timeliness of civilian and contractor investigations. We have provided this information to Congress semiannually with regard to military investigations, as a result of a prior GAO recommendation. We will expand these submissions to Congress to include civilian and contractor, subcontractor, grantee, and subgrantee cases, beginning in the fall of 2017.

RECOMMENDATION 3:

The DoD Inspector General should implement a process to document employee recusals and impairments to independence and incorporate such information into an aggregate-level evaluation of threats to DoD OIG’s independence.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur.

The DoD OIG will update the AI Investigations Manual to include a process for documenting recusals and will incorporate such information into an aggregate-level evaluation of threats to DoD OIG’s independence. The DoD OIG will post the revised Manual on its public website and provide a copy to the GAO when completed.

RECOMMENDATION 4:

The DoD Inspector General should establish and clearly communicate a declination policy for non-discretionary cases in the AI Investigations Manual or other guidance, and align this policy with the intake policy.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur.

The DoD OIG will update the AI Investigations Manual to include a declination policy for non-discretionary cases as part of its intake policy. The DoD OIG will post the revised Manual on its public website and provide a copy to the GAO when completed.
RECOMMENDATION 5:

The DoD Inspector General should revise the existing internal controls checklist to include all key file documentation and required investigative events.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur.

The DoD OIG will revise its internal controls checklist and provide a copy to the GAO when completed.

RECOMMENDATION 6:

The DoD Inspector General should work in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence; and the inspectors general of the defense intelligence components to establish a process to fully implement the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 so that DoD 010 (1) receives notifications of all allegations received by the components, (2) reviews all component determinations to not investigate allegations, and (3) reviews all investigations conducted by the components.

DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur.

The DoD OIG believes that the requirements of Directive-Type Memorandum 13-008 apply to the entire DoD, including the four DoD intelligence component IGs. While those IGs have specific responsibilities within their intelligence organizations, we agree that they are part of the larger DoD and are therefore subject to department-wide duties, responsibilities, and authorities specified in DoD Directives and regulations, including the one cited in this recommendation. We will work in coordination with the Secretary of Defense, the Under Secretary of Defense for Intelligence, and the IGs of the defense intelligence components to seek to implement this recommendation.

RECOMMENDATION 7:

The DoD Inspector General should develop quality performance measures and enhance existing timeliness measures to reflect key attributes of successful performance measures. At a minimum, these
measures should be clear, quantifiable, and objective, and they should include a baseline assessment of current performance.

**DoD OIG RESPONSE: Concur.**

The GAO recognized that the DoD OIG developed six performance measures to track timeliness and found that they met many of the key attributes the GAO believes are necessary for success. Nevertheless, we will examine our performance measures in light of this GAO recommendation. However, the DoD OIG is unaware of any other OIG in the CIGIE community that has created performance measures of the kind suggested by the GAO to assess the quality of investigations. Moreover, during GAO’s review, we asked the GAO to provide any examples of quality performance measures used by any other investigative agency, including CIGIE OIGs or the GAO’s own investigative unit, which address the intent of the GAO’s recommendation, and the GAO has yet to provide them to us.

We will continue to examine this issue, in consultation with CIGIE, to determine whether better or additional performance measures can be implemented in response to this recommendation.
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